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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SSCs for O2C have evolved to become a part of the core business
operations and plays a critical role in the overall digital transformation
of the business
70% of digital transformations fail due to lack of sufficient discipline
The best-in-class approach includes adopting digitization as a part of
DNA with continuous improvement and benchmarking
RPA has been hailed as the next-generation technology, but the real
cost of RPA has been overlooked
A cloud-based O2C platform is the optimal solution

Shared service centers for Order-to-Cash
(O2C) process have been around for more than
two decades and have evolved from
If you want to have sustainability in
centralized support functions for back-end
your business, you need to have SSCs.
operations to innovation drivers for core
business operations. They sit at the heart of an
Linda Lei, GPO of Customer Payments,
organization’s operations and are also playing a
Deductions, and Credit at Uber
pivotal role in the overall digital transformation
of the businesses. O2C SSC leaders are now
involved with the business partners to provide recommendations in business decisions. With
emergence of various types of digital technologies such as RPA, AI, ML, blockchain, and advanced
analytics, it is often difﬁcult for the organization to decide the best strategy for a digital
transformation.
Business leaders such as VP of Finance, Heads
of Global Business Services, GPOs, and CFOs
need to have a clear understanding of available
strategies and solutions available for digital
transformation. Best-in-class businesses look
at digital transformation in a wholistic manner,
considering their requirements, organization
culture, change management, current level of
digital maturity, processes to be transformed,
challenges to be solved, the best-suited
solutions to be applied, and implementation

The underlying cause of why 70 percent
of digital transformations fail is a lack of
sufﬁcient discipline. There’s insufﬁcient
rigor in both digital transformation
takeoff as well as in staying ahead.
Tony Saldanha
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steps. A business which makes digitization a part of its DNA also keeps continuously improving
even after the initial digital transformation by benchmarking itself with competition in terms of
business processes and technologies.
Every technology claiming to be futuristic might not be the solution always for
organization-speciﬁc needs. For instance, RPA has been popularly hailed as the next-generation
technology that will revolutionize SSCs being low-cost, ﬂexible, and easy to deploy, but in all
hype, businesses often overlook the additional cost RPA bring along with in terms of additional
software, maintenance and efforts required for scaling up after a certain time. AI/ML-based
solutions might be the alternative which tackle the drawbacks of RPA and offer the intelligence
and decision-making capabilities needed for complex business situations. One of the key
challenges that large global businesses struggle with is comprehensive and real-time visibility
across O2C cycle, but most of them are unable to deﬁne an ideal tech stack, due to multiple
reasons, be it inefﬁciency of the existing system (legacy or ERP), disparate siloed IT systems, or
M&A complexities. The optimal solution is adopting a cloud-based O2C platform which add up to
the existing system as a top layer, without causing instability or building room for incompatibility.
Such a solution can directly inﬂuence KPIs including revenue, DSO, and cost occurred in ﬁnance,
while also driving customer and employee satisfaction. Irrespective of the level complexity and
volume of business, if done right, businesses can successfully drive their transformation using a
platform approach. This whitepaper is aimed at equipping the organizations and leaders with
necessary knowledge to stay abreast in changing environments and build a future-ready O2C
SSC.
We would like to mention the people who have contributed by providing their valuable inputs for
this whitepaper:

Linda Lei
GPO of Customer
Payments, Deductions,
and Credit at Uber

Homer Smith
GPO of Billing, Credit, and
Collections at Uber

Bryan DeGraw
Associate Principal,
Finance Advisory
Services, The Hackett
Group

Tammy Lindorf
Director of Shared
Services, at Martin
Marietta

Moustapha Ould Ibn
Mogdad
Market Focal Point
Manager, GBFS Canada,
OTC at Bristol-Myers
Squibb

Tony Saldhana
Former P&G Executive,
GBS Expert and Author of
‘Why Digital
Transformations Fail’
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CHAPTER

1

SHARED
SERVICES
EVOLUTION:
THE
INNOVATION
MANDATE

O2C SSCs have evolved into
GICs offering a technologically
advanced workforce
generating insights for the
leadership team and core
business

KEY FINDINGS
OF CHAPTER:

45% of the global SSC
leaders foresee an
increased focus on digital
experience and AI-driven
automation

Advanced digital technologies
like AI, ML and blockchain will
drive the future of O2C SSCs
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CHAPTER 1: SHARED SERVICES
EVOLUTION: THE INNOVATION MANDATE
1.1: SSCs Evolution From ‘Back Ofﬁce’ to ‘Center Ofﬁce
Evolution of SSCs to Global Service Centers
For long, businesses have used Shared Service
Centers (SSCs) to achieve cost and operational
efﬁciencies for managing back-end F&A or O2C
processes related to customer payment processing,
billing, credits, and collections, which were
outsourced to process-specialized SSCs. The
traditional F&A SSCs worked in a siloed
environment with separate business objectives and
processes, which restricted the exchange of
information. For example, credit management
might be separated from collection-related
processes involving collections, deductions, and
disputes. This resulted in complex and often
opaque systems that did not facilitate
communication between various processes and
even sub-processes within the same process.
As SSCs gained popularity, their role started moving toward a co-located service center, wherein
the entire O2C support across credit management, billing, payments, collections, and
reconciliation was managed from a central location. However, O2C SSCs mainly handled targeted
tasks and were not adding any value to the core business, such as assisting the sales team for
potential customer leads with their credit risk evaluation. Also, there was less focus on process
innovation, automation of workﬂows, and generating real-time insights, and main activities only
included standardization of the ongoing processes, leading to the commoditization of business
processes. This in turn impacted the business growth, as the focus remained on cost-takeout
from the process rather than designing better products or increasing sales, or exploring new
markets.
This led to the adoption of centralized Global Service Centers or Global Business Services (GBS),
wherein the entire O2C support across credit management, billing, payments, collections and
reconciliation was managed from a central location, with every process having a dedicated
process owner, i.e., a Global Process Owner (GPO). GBS facilitated businesses to better manage
their services and have visibility over the individual processes by enabling communication and
sharing information between processes. As all the processes were managed from a central
location, GBS enabled process innovation through the adoption of technology and streamlining
processes, which further assisted businesses in making better-informed decisions by providing
them real-time insights.
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1.2: From Services Centers to Innovation Centers
GICs Enables Productivity by:

Providing complete visibility and control over the A/R process

Adoption of new technologies such as AI and ML

Enhancing workforce capabilities through improving their skills and knowledge on
tools and technologies, thereby relocating them to high-value decision making roles

According to Deloitte (2019 survey1), SSCs are becoming more
involved in strategic business functions, such as customer,
sales, and marketing support, thereby generating substantial
business value. Decision-makers need support for tasks such as
reducing process cost, managing cash ﬂow, and improving
customer relationships, which generate business value by
have evolved into
generating leads for the sales team, improving visibility on
GICs offering a
payment disputes, and providing foresight on credit and
technologically
payment risk of customers. This becomes possible through a
advanced workforce
centralized service delivery. A GBS that could enable
generating insights for
intercommunication between the processes could generate
the leadership team
real-time insights for business leaders. This resulted in the
and core business
adoption of Global Innovation Centers (GICs), providing an
environment where processes no longer work in silos, and a workforce, which is technologically
advanced to proactively answer business queries. This enables the innovation teams to support
their organization’s overall strategy, including new idea generation and execution, improvement of
customer experience, responses to immediate business requirements, real-time insights, and
revenue generation. For example, collections and credit teams can work in collaboration to provide
information on credit risk, credit history, and history of blocked orders to the sales team for
approaching potential customers and speeding up the onboarding of new customers.

O2C
SSCs
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GICs provide an environment where
processes no longer work in silos, and a
workforce, which is technologically advanced
There has to be kind of a single source of
to proactively answer business queries. This
truth for the front ofﬁce all the way to the
back-ofﬁce. So, your customer service
enables the innovation teams to support their
team has self-serve access to the data
organization’s overall strategy, including new
that they need. It's the same data source
idea generation and execution, improvement
that the back-ofﬁce team is using, for
of customer experience, responses to
collections and outreach to customers.
immediate business requirements, real-time
insights, and revenue generation. For
Homer Smith, GPO of Billing,
Credit, and Collections at Uber
example, collections and credit teams can
work in collaboration to provide information on
credit risk, credit history and history of blocked
orders to the sales team for approaching potential customers and speeding up the onboarding of
new customers.
Linda from Uber highlights that SSCs have evolved in terms of the type of support they have
been providing. They are working in collaboration with the business partners (FTEs of the parent
company) to provide recommendations for business decisions and to determine the best
practices for the business as they are involved in the day-to-day tasks. This has become possible
mainly through the adoption of various digital technologies.

1.3 Growing Automation and Digitization
Moustapha from Bristol-Myers Squibb highlights that SSCs have evolved over time to enable
innovation with the help of adopting technology in the cash application process. However, there
is always a scope of improvement, e.g., enhancements in the efﬁciency of the treasury
department, credit department, or the overall ﬁnancial health of the company. Technology has
the potential to offer customized solutions for speciﬁc processes or sub-processes, e.g., it can be
used to run a real-time cash application process and bring the process at par with any other process
in an organization.
GISs are digitally transforming their services
through automation of repetitive tasks, cloud
deployment, and analytics-based insights, to
O2C SSCs have been the most difﬁcult to
provide enhanced operational speed, strategic
set up because of the perception of
running the process locally. However,
real-time insights, more streamlined and
with the implementation of technology
integrated processes, and improved customer
and the availability of dashboard reportexperience. GICs act as a catalyst in the overall
ing, it is now managed more efﬁciently
digital transformation of a business, assisting
and effectively.
them to establish new operations and
enhance the existing ones. But the
Tammy Lindorf, Director of Shared
Services, at Martin Marietta
transformation also increases the interaction
among the processes, both in volume and
complexity. This is where automation
techniques are needed to reduce the cost of labor and to make intelligent decisions. Tammy from
Martin Marietta highlights that it is important to have an automation approach so that resources can
be utilized effectively.
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45%

of the SSC leaders
foresee an increase in
focus on digital
experience

According to Deloitte (2019 survey2), 45% of the global SSC
leaders foresee an increase in SSC focus on digital experience
and AI-driven automation. In a shared accounting services
framework, the service delivery should be cost-effective,
customer-focused, and efﬁcient, and should add value to the
process. Innovative solutions adopted by shared services
leverage technology to provide scalable and repeatable solutions,
for example:

Automation of the accounting processes facilitates resource efﬁciencies that can be channeled
toward business development initiatives. As more transactions are automated, SSCs deal with
limited service areas such as account payables and receivables. Also, automating the
paper-based work such as invoices and purchase orders, reduces the sheer volume of paper
used, which when accompanied with reduced manual entry and reconciliation process, reduces
the overall cost. In an account payable process, e-invoicing and automated matching of
purchase order, delivery conﬁrmation and vendor invoice eliminates the requirement of manual
intervention. Key types of technologies being used for O2C process are:
• Robotic Process Automation: To improve productivity, bots are deployed to take care of
routine and repetitive tasks such as invoice entry, payment reminders, inventory database
and balancing cash ﬂow sheets, thereby avoiding delays in processing time and possible
errors
• Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML): AI and ML techniques facilitate
automated analysis and scan of invoices, emails, contracts, thereby reducing the manual
effort. But the key application and value addition comes from the insights that it can generate
with its analysis, that supports in decision making or taking automated intelligent decisions.
For example, self-learning algorithms predicts payment dates and identify risk of
non-payment, and integrating this information across processes leads to relevant business
insights
Cloud-based deployment provides scalability and an environment for better operational
integration across processes and to ensure business continuity
Business intelligence services for analyzing data and providing actionable insights affects
strategic decisions
Digitization of operations brings enhanced
visibility across processes and contributes to
their improvement by enabling continuous
benchmarking needed for achieving
best-in-class practices. For example,
benchmarking accounting process
performance, such as auto-reconciliation rate
and on-time completion percent, adds visibility
across accounting operations, making it easier
for decision-makers to have end-to-end control

SSCs have evolved. They are not only
providing people needed to
centralize the operations, but also
adapting to new technologies as
needed.
Linda Lei, GPO of Customer Payments,
Deductions, and Credit at Uber
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of any changes in the existing processes. Future-ready businesses are adopting practices that
combine human and machine intelligence, leveraging modular data and technology architecture
with scalable processes, decision support teams, and agile front-end teams.
Advanced technologies such as AI, ML or blockchain could help in
building the O2C SSC of the future. For example, leveraging a
private blockchain to standardize data on a single, shared ledger,
which can provide real-time visibility to transaction processing
can have a huge impact on the O2C process. It provides complete
visibility to all stakeholders in the O2C process. It increases the
trust with the business leaders and helps in business decisions
by providing real-time data such as credit information, buyer
credit score, buyer payment behavior, payment history and validity of deductions claimed.
Advanced digital
technologies like AI, ML
and blockchain will
drive the future of

O2C SSCs

According to Tammy from Martin Marietta, digital transformation brings in process
effectiveness and efﬁciency, and the ability to represent data so that it can be analyzed.
It is evident from the applications of these emerging digital technologies that to adopt
best-in-class practices and radically enhance the value generated from O2C processes, it is
important to follow a digital approach.

Digital Transformation Across SSCs
Adoption of RPA and AI/ML-based automation, cloud-based deployment,
and business intelligence services helps GICs to digitally transform their
services

Future of O2C SSCs hold potential for the adoption of emerging technologies
such as blockchain that provide:
Streamlined Validation: Seamless purchase order (PO) and invoice
reconciliation eliminating the need for validation, approval on transactions,
invoice processing, issuing remittance and manual record the transactions
Integrated Accounts Payable Invoicing: Seamless e-invoicing and payments,
facilitated from the buyer to a seller through secure encrypted channels,
providing transparency and ensuring a traceable audit trail
Complete Visibility to Customers: Clarity on credit limits and scheduled
payments, ensuring faster payment processing and credit updates and
avoiding on-hold orders due to payment issues

Future of Shared Service Centers for Order-to-Cash
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2

A DIGITAL
APPROACH TO
BEST-IN-CLASS
APPROACH

18% of GBS have adopted
digital technology
35% of businesses have adopted
cloud-based automation

KEY FINDINGS
OF CHAPTER:

25% of the accounting
department revenue can be
saved via automation
Automation has emerged as the
most challenging roadblock
Only 15% of the AI projects deliver
value for the CIO
A dotONE approach provides an
ecosystem to measure the
performance of the digital
transformation process
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CHAPTER 2: A DIGITAL APPROACH TO
BEST-IN-CLASS APPROACH
2.1: From Performance Maturity to
Best-in-Class Approach
According to SSON (2020 survey3), 74% of
business units relate SSCs with process
control, standardization, and optimization
beneﬁts. SSCs need to look beyond these tasks
and focus on the digital workforce by adopting
digital technologies in GBS, which has the
potential to generate value for the core
business. However, the adoption of digital

18%

GBS have adopted digital
technology, and…

20%

GBS are planning to
adopt in the
next 3-5 years

Innovation has made things easier
in a shared service environment,
especially when you're dealing
with a global operation.
Linda Lei, GPO, Uber

technology in GBS is low (18%), though businesses (20%) are
planning to adopt such a GBS model in the next ﬁve years.
Moustapha from BMS, highlights that most large companies
move to SSCs mainly for process efﬁciencies and task force.
They are now taking steps to develop O2C SSCs that are
customized to their business requirements. General strategies
to enhance the performance of SSC include:

Deliver Strong Service: Ensure that business leaders are engaged/involved with the SSCs by
adding insights and value to the business decisions. This will improve the visibility of SSC in the
system
Value-added Services: SSCs should look beyond saving costs and focus on strategic value
through the centralized use of technologies that automate manual tasks and the workforce is
free to take up strategic tasks. For example, in the O2C process, to reduce the amount of
repetitive work, AI engines can be deployed to scan through the customer e-mails, invoice
details, contracts, and other unstructured data and signiﬁcantly reduce the manual effort while
improving the execution time for collections, deductions, dispute resolutions, shorts payments,
cash posting, etc.
Complete Visibility Across Process: SSCs should be quick to respond to stakeholders’ queries
and provide them a complete picture of the process. One of the biggest challenges in the O2C
process is the lack of information visibility and communication across its processes, which is
critical for ensuring good customer experience
Retain Talent: High attrition rates in SSCs are due to unchallenging and repetitive work. Using
technology to automate simpler tasks and upskilling the workforce for advanced tasks can help
in their professional growth

Future of Shared Service Centers for Order-to-Cash
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Best-in-class Approach is Needed to Adapt to the Changing
Business Environment and to Stand out in the Crowd.
A Best-in-class Approach
Building operational and location-based strategies to evaluate the operating
model and service location in terms of level of O2C process integration with
the overall business and regional skills of the workforce
Having a clear understanding of the underlying process and tools required to
automate these processes according to stakeholder requirements and
existing challenges

Providing real-time visibility over the process to the key decision makers

Some focus areas for the SSC leaders while following a best-in-class approach are (as per SSON
Survey, 20204):

Building Operational and Location Strategies: The concept of SSCs is more than two decades
old, and over time, multiple players have joined the pool of providing ‘cheaper’ shared services. To
stand out, leaders should understand, re-evaluate, optimize, and strategize:
Operating Model: There are two types of SSCs operating in the market. One provides global
services support from a centralized location and the other provides regional/in-country support.
Although global shared services efﬁciently provide cross-regional support, their adoption has
been low (40%). This is expected to change as businesses move toward digital transformation
For the O2C process, leaders also need to consider the level of O2C process integration with
other parts of the business. In a one-sided integration, only the back ofﬁce O2C processes
such as revenue recognition, sales reporting, and accounts payables are integrated to provide
business visibility and better ﬁnancial reporting. On the other hand, a two-way integration of
the O2C process with business planning and ﬁnancial activities offers overall operation
excellence
Service Location: For setting up new or expanding existing services, an upskilled workforce is
required to adapt to digital transformation. For this, the service location should be evaluated in
terms of the required support, as different regions offer different expertise and skills

Future of Shared Service Centers for Order-to-Cash
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Automation
has emerged as the most
challenging roadblock.
Without knowledge of
the underlying process,
automation cannot
deliver the expected ROI

Understanding Automation: Automation has emerged as the
most challenging roadblock in any digital transformation
initiative. However, if executed correctly, efﬁciency, in terms of
cost and time, can be enhanced manifold. For instance, the
primary reason for higher costs and potential delay in many
O2C processes is because of the presence of several manual
steps.

For building an automation roadmap, leaders need to develop a sound understanding of the
underlying processes and tools required to automate them. Given that there are layers of
processes and sub-processes or components, every component needs to be considered and
automated independently
Process Insights: Leaders need an in-depth understanding of their business processes and
must have a transparent view of the current state of processes. This should include:
Details of shared services business processes and their alignment to stakeholders’
requirements
Complete understanding of the process hierarchy
Current level of efﬁciency or inefﬁciency of the respective process
Suitable tools needed for improvement
For example, in the credit management process, having insights on average time to review
blocked orders, new applications, existing customers, and approval of existing applications is
tied directly to workforce productivity, which in turn impacts the efﬁciency of making a sale to a
potential customer and the overall customer on-boarding process
Data Analytics: Data is undoubtedly the most important parameter for automation-driven SSCs
to generate actionable business insights. Leaders should invest time and money in revamping
the structure of existing siloed data for enabling optimal usage of analytics technologies. For
example, having insights on the credit risk history of a customer can help in deﬁning credit limits
and identifying the risk of blocked order
Cloud Adoption: Cloud-based automation can be a strategic
move for reduced maintenance costs and innovation in
processes. It also resolves the issue of siloed datasets
residing across different systems. For example, running a
Businesses have adopted
cash application over cloud can result in straight-through
cloud-based automation
processing of payments by analyzing and processing
information from emails, attachments, and banking websites. While nearly a third of businesses
(~35%) have adopted cloud-based applications in SSCs, a similar share is expected to shift to
cloud-based applications (~30%) in the near future. However, due to security concerns, lack of
infrastructure, and data accessibility and integration issues, SSCs are struggling to move to the
cloud

35%
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Automation: Without detailed insights into processes and tasks, automation projects cannot
deliver the expected value and ROI. To reap the long-term beneﬁts of automation, leaders need
to build a roadmap to understand the operational efﬁciencies, different ways of executing the
task, and the time required by each process, and identify processes that need to be automated.
This can be easily accomplished by leveraging AI. Leaders should also have knowledge about
various automation forms such as attended automation and unattended automation, in order to
decide what suits their business better:move to the cloud
In attended automation, the work is monitored by humans and is common in customer-facing
activities
Unattended automation is a server-driven, process-centric work and is most common in
back-ofﬁce operations
Attended automation has more implementations, according to surveyed businesses.
However, with technological advancements, attended automation will trigger more intelligent
unattended automation
Collaboration and Real-time Visibility: Better insights can be generated only if there is agility
and visibility in cross-functional interactions. When the workforce has a real-time visibility of the
processes, issues can be resolved much faster, often without escalations. Processes such as O2C
and A/R generate a lot of data and require complete visibility over all other peripheral processes,
due to the direct impact of these processes on customer satisfaction.
Further, partnerships with business decision-makers add value to the services. Cloud-based
applications such as Financial Close solutions provide better collaboration between SSCs and
business units, facilitating complete visibility to the decision-makers over every transaction and
helps SSCs to build a strong partnership with the business. Moustapha, OTC Market Focal Point
Manager at BMS, highlights that technology has helped to shape the meaning of productivity
and worthiness of departments. Different departments are no longer required to process a
large quantity of information. It can be handled by a single department working from any
location, by having access to technology and real-time data.

Future of Shared Service Centers for Order-to-Cash
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2.2 Benchmarking: Plotting an Improvement Plan
Below is the recommendation for benchmarking as suggested by Bryan DeGraw- Associate
Principal, Finance Advisory Services, The Hackett Group

Benchmarking with the Peers and Top Performers:
The value of business benchmarking is more than just knowing how well you perform – the true
value lies in realizing quantiﬁable performance optimization beneﬁts.
To ensure continuous development and innovation, benchmarking the back-ofﬁce operations and
processes is an essential ﬁrst step towards performance improvement. How you perform the
performance evaluation and to who you draw comparisons is equally important. A best approach
is to compare performance of your Shared Services Center with that of your peers and with
cross-industry top performers. Peers should not only be drawn from an immediate list of
competitive organizations. When comparing performance, it is equally important to consider the
size and complexity factors among organizations to draw relative performance levels. Without
having a baseline of performance, it is very challenging to determine the set of initiatives that will
deliver optimum performance improvement in SSCs. A simple analogy is that it is nearly
impossible to chart a course to a destination without ﬁrst knowing the starting point of your
journey. With changing business standards and customer expectations, it is critical that
organizations can adapt and deliver services to those constantly changing demands. Traditional
benchmarking standards such as cost, expertise, quality and speed remain important
measurements. In addition, businesses demand more control, efﬁciency, scalability and visibility
over their processes; and technology is certainly a key enabler to achieve this evolving concept of
Digital Transformation in your Shared Services Centers. It is then important to consider the
parameters required of the business leaders. A few of the benchmarking parameters that can be
considered:

25%

Determining Business Value Generation: SSCs are
expected to derive business value through both the
processing of timely/accurate transactions and then by
of the accounting
providing data analytics and insights. For instance,
department revenue can
transactional automation in the O2C process can save up to
be saved via automation
25%5 of the accounting department revenue. Hence, a clear,
quantiﬁed, and robust set of KPIs would be a differentiating factor. Some of the metric parameters
might be integrated to show the amount of visibility, cost-saving and speed, automation level,
ability to enable cross-team and cross-organizational interactions (partnerships), etc. For
processes such as O2C, a balanced set of measurable KPIs driving the business value could be
Average Days Delinquent (ADD), Days Sales Outstanding (DSO), Perfect order performance, and
On-time delivery performance
The Inﬂuence on Customer Experience: Most SSCs are involved in handling customer centric
transactions. The performance levels of executing these transactions should be benchmarked
to evaluate patterns in the customer ordering behavior and payment behavior in order to
understand the correlations with customer experience. Customer experience is an essential
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parameter for the management of account receivables and the related, supporting O2C
process. It is critical that companies focus on running these processes smoothly
End-to-End Process Focus: SSC processes should be continuously monitored to keep track of
the performance of every process. For the O2C processes, key indicators could be on-time
completion percent, auto-reconciliation rate, accuracy, and latency. A “good” balanced
end-to-end process scorecard tells the story of a company’s vision and strategy for that
particular process. The respective KPIs should reﬂect performance levels and also inﬂuence
the behavior of the SSC team to strive to achieve and/or maintain top performance.
O2C Process KPIS should have the following characteristics:
Characteristic

Key Questions

Linked to Objectives

Can the measure be aligned with an objective?

Controllable / Inﬂuence-able

Can the results be controlled or signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced under
a span of responsibility?

Actionable

Can action be taken to improve performance?

Simple

Can the measure be easily and clearly explained?

Credible

Is the measure resistant to manipulation?

Integrated

Can the measure be linked both down and across the
organization?

Measurable

Can the measure be quantiﬁed?

Future of Shared Service Centers for Order-to-Cash
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Too many metrics spoil the scorecard and make it difﬁcult to focus on
the big picture. Limiting the number of metrics focuses the organization on those areas that are most important.
Business Focus Areas

Key Metrics

Cost

• Process cost as a percent of revenue
• Cost per transaction

Working capital

• Days Sales Outstanding (DSO)
• Best Possible Days Sales Outstanding (DSO)
• Average Delinquent Days (ADD)

Performance metrics

• Rework and error rates
• Cycle times
• Productivity based metrics

Technology leverage

• Customers with the ability to access their accounts on-line
• Electronic invoicing
• Automatic remittance posting match rate

Learning and Growth

48%

SSCs have Data
Analytics skill deﬁcit

• Number of hours of training per FTE

Based on Technology Adoption: Analytics and Automation
are two key technology factors for benchmarking. As per
SSON (2020 survey6), 48% of SSCs’ accepted having a ‘Data
Analytics’ skill deﬁcit among its existing staff. In the same
survey, 52% of SSCs accepted getting ‘data in order’ as their
biggest hurdle in automation

Going Beyond Performance Maturity
SSC is a very competitive market wherein process owners are seeking opportunities to revamp
the process or bring the next change in the market dynamics. General strategies to enhance the
performance of SSC can be:
Deliver Strong Service: Ensure to keep business leaders engaged/involved with the SSCs by
adding insights and value to the business decisions. This will improve the visibility of SSC in the
system
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Value-added Services: SSCs should look beyond saving costs for business leaders to adding
more strategic value through centralized use of technology, by automating manual tasks so that
workforce can focus on more strategic tasks. Also, SSC managers should take a lead in
upgrading business processes by benchmarking them and continuously improvement. For
example, in O2C process, to reduce the amount repetitive work, AI engines can be deployed to
scan through the customer e-mails, invoice details, contracts, and other unstructured data and
signiﬁcantly reduce the manual effort while improving the execution time for collections,
deductions, dispute resolutions, shorts payments, cash posting, etc. so that workforce can be
redirected to more productive tasks

Complete Visibility Across Process: Having end-to-end visibility of the process enhances the
collaboration of the SSC with the business leaders. SSCs should be quick to respond to
stakeholders’ query and provide them a complete picture of the process. One of the biggest
challenges in the O2C process is the customer experience owning from lack of visibility across
the O2C process as it includes multiple departments such as sales, marketing and warehousing.
Providing real time visibility to customer over the process can signiﬁcantly improve the customer
experience
Retain Talent: High turnover rate in SSCs are due to unchallenging and repetitive work. Using
technology to automate work can enable the workforce to focus on more advanced work
thereby keeping them engaged and upskilling them with the latest tools and technologies used
in the industry
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2.3 Establishing a dotONE Approach for a Successful
Digital Transformation
Reasons for the Failure of Digital Transformation Projects:

Low end-user adoption for deployed technology

Lack of insights on user productivity impact or actual process outcome

Lack of visibility into the long-term, real business impact of the
transformation initiative

Lack of keeping customers at the core of the strategy

What is the Approach to Measure a Successful Digital Transformation?
A dotONE approach provides an ecosystem in which all the key
decision-makers involved in the digital transformation process, such as
business leaders, employees, investors, customers, and partners, are able to
work seamlessly and have access to real-time visibility and comparative
benchmarking for generating business value.

For a successful digital transformation initiative, it is required to continuously monitor the business
performance on pre-deﬁned parameters. It has been observed that several digital transformation
projects have failed, and some of the observations on the failures of digital transformation are:
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Only 15%

of the AI projects deliver
value for the CIO

According to McKinsey7, large IT projects overshoot the
budgeted cost (~45% over budget), delivering 56% lesser
business value
According to Gartner8, out of 20 AI projects, only 3 projects
deliver value for the CIO
According to Harvard Business Review9, a failed IT project
can account for up to USD 150 Bn

A dotONE
approach provides an
ecosystem to measure
the performance of the
digital transformation
process by deﬁning and
measuring KPIs

Hence, when it comes to the digital transformation of a
ﬁnance SSC, it is important to gauge how the transformation
is fairing in terms of the success metrics of the
transformation. The differentiating factor for the SSCs would
be to create a dotOne performance (become a
one-in-thousand), a high-performance ﬁnance team. This
starts with creating a dotONE culture, a high-performance
culture where business value metrics are identiﬁed to achieve
success in their ﬁnance digital transformation journey, and the
KPIs that drive success.

Post implementing the digital transformation initiative, the transformation performance should be
tracked and monitored at every stage of the business, starting from new technology adoption and
end business results from the use of these products. They are explained below:
Visibility Across Product Usage and Performance: This is the initial level of evaluation in
which the product usage is tracked. For this, users should be evaluated if they are using the
system and its available features and functionality, and does this fast-track their work and
helps them in making better decisions
Visibility Across Analyst Performance: This is the second level of evaluation in which every
analyst’s performance is analyzed. If the users are using the system and its features and
functionality as intended, it should affect their performance, such as effectiveness in capturing
payment commitments and the ability to recover from invalid deductions
Visibility Across Customer Performance: In this level of evaluation, the customer’s
performance is evaluated from the collections, deductions, billing, and payments point of view.
If there is an optimum performance at the initial two levels, then it should have a correlated
effect on the customer’s contribution to the top-line and bottom-line business growth
Visibility Across KPIs: These are the metrics affecting the business outcomes on which the
individual team and analyst are evaluated, such as collection effectiveness, credit risk, and
blocked order SLAs. It helps to evaluate whether the transformation initiative is trending in the
right direction
Visibility Over Business Value: This is the ﬁnal level of evaluation in which the business
performance is evaluated. If all the previous levels of evaluation have a favorable result, then it
should affect the end business result in the form of lower DSO and a decrease in bad debt
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The overall visibility over the business provides the leading and lagging business insights to the
leadership team as they get a tab on overall process health as well as end business impact. For
every O2C process, such as credit, payments, cash applications, deductions, and collections, it is
important to deﬁne the business outcomes and KPIs. For example, credit management process
KPIs and the outcomes can be mapped as highlighted below:
KPI
Business
Outcomes

Number of Average
% of New
Risk Class
Time to
Applications
Changes
Review
Auto
from
New
Approved
Credit
Applications
Reviews

Average
Time to
Review
Blocked
Orders

Number
of Credit
Limit
Increase
Reviews

Average
Time to
Review
Existing
Customers

% of
Existing
Customer
Auto
Reviewed

% Improvement
Credit Analyst
Productivity
Reduced Bad
Debt
Increase in Sale

Deﬁning KPIs makes sure that they make an entry in sale or in some way affect sales. For
example, the time taken to onboard a customer in a B2B setup is dependent on analyzing the
creditworthiness of the customer to make sure that the customer will be paying on time. This
process involves several stages, such as getting information from the third-party credit rating
agencies, such as Moody’s and DnB, and assigning a credit rating to the customer. The longer it
takes for a credit analyst to process the information, the longer it takes to onboard a customer and
make a sale, which is measured by the KPI 'Average Time to Review New Applications’.
To better understand how dotONE performance simpliﬁes the work for a business with its
real-time visibility and goal-setting framework, consider an example of a multinational wine chain
recollecting the cash from a geography-based business, on certain KPIs. The dotONE approach
provided visibility across pending payments and the relevant KPIs for selecting the defaulters.
Based on the analysis, Europe was performing below the set targets and further analysis
identiﬁed regional businesses having the largest outstanding dues. Once the largest defaulter was
identiﬁed, the collection team evaluated the business performance with the dotONE approach and
compared the performance against targets such as deductions, credit performance, etc.

2.4 Case Study: Whirlpool's 10 Step Approach to
Transform AR Operations
Whirlpool has more than 77,000 employees and its operations have expanded across 59
manufacturing and technology research centers globally. The acquisition of Indesit, a major
domestic appliances company based out of Italy, added to Whirlpool’s existing scale and
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complexity of operations across locations. In view of this, it decided to undergo a complete digital
transformation for the O2C process and the overall journey included 10-phases, spanning from
the initial planning, to the identiﬁcation of the process to be transformed, business case
evaluation, deployment strategies, and tracking the business performance based on certain KPIs,
after the transformation.

Need for Centralization and Standardization
After the acquisition of Indesit, Whirlpool decided to consolidate the EMEA ﬁnance operations
from four shared services into one shared service facility. The major operating model for the
Whirlpool account receivable is O2C with operations including Customer Master Data, Credit
Management, Cash Collection, Cash Application, Disputes Management, and Trade Partner
Incentives Reconciliation (Customer Bonuses). The implementation challenges in front of
Whirlpool were:
Standardization: Inability to focus on standardization in a dynamic environment
Quality and Trust: Due to the limitations of traditional systems’ integration capabilities while
undergoing ERP migration to S4HANA
Industry-speciﬁc Issues: such as disruptions in the supply chain
Whirlpool executed a 10-step digital transformation approach in which they assessed certain
parameters based on a set of questions:
Automation: To identify the process to automate, assessed all processes to understand if they
are transactional/rule-driven, have a high volume of action items, and are labor-heavy. How are
other companies in the market going about it? Is there a likelihood for system changes in the
near future? The checklist enabled whirlpool to select the cash application process for
automation as being labor intensive and high volume of action items
Vendor Selection: Considering the ongoing change to the ERP system, whirlpool needed a
vendor with the following characteristics:
• Ability to provide system agnostic solutions
• Able to handle the increasing complexities and adapt to changes as organization goes
through technology shifts
• Flexible to add more processes to the scope while retaining the organizational level
standardization
• Able assist with future business requirements and has track records of successful solution
implementation
Onsite Assessment: Partner suggested a hybrid model for cash applications involving SAP
and Partner’s Cash Application Cloud. This hybrid model estimated (a) up to 95% automation,
(b) optimization in current operational expenditure, and (c) implementing of new technologies
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Stakeholders’ Approval: Whirlpool needed an integrated model having access to manage
multiple stakeholders, including central treasury, information technology, partner banks, local
ﬁnance teams and vendor. Partner’s relation and engagement with involved parties had helped
to develop the hybrid model
Business Case Evaluation: Evaluated the transformation journey from multiple angles such as
urgency for the transformation, available options, available banking partners, recommendations,
cost, and potential beneﬁts
Pilot Deployment: Implemented the pilot in three stages:
• Keeping track of the order of implementation across different BUs and bank regulations
• Implementing the transition at one region at a time
• Carefully overviewing the process in case anything goes not as planned
Change Management: In case any change was needed in the execution, Whirlpool carefully
examined the requirement, developed the change plan, identiﬁed the workforce, and provided
the necessary training required for implementing the change
Live Implementation: Whirlpool followed a three-phased plan for going live.
• Selected a few countries to implement the process and learn
• Global Accounts Selection: Implemented the process on accounts operating in more than one
country
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Tracking Post Go-Live Performance: Vendor proactively tracked the overall performance and
conducted regular meetings and follow-ups:
• Whirlpool maintained a two-month buffer period or a hyper care period to address new
issues arising from deployments that were not a part of the testing phase. They tracked,
raised, and resolved issues with the vendor
• Kept a close watch on the success rate of the resolution of the issues
• Conducted weekly, monthly, and ad-hoc meetings to discuss issues with the vendor, along
with other critical issues affecting the business performance
• Tracked the overall business performance in conjunction with the vendor and partner bank
• Kept a deﬁnite business focus of achieving 90% automation of cash applications, with a
ﬁrst-year target of achieving 75% automation
Supporting Future Technologies: The vendor also supported Whirlpool in its future vision of
implementing a global cloud-based technology, expanding the potential of RPA, business
partnering, and a hyper-automation program, with its suite of future-ready solutions
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WINNING
FORMULA FOR
SUCCESSFUL
DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
IN SSCs

70% of the digital
transformation projects fails
Leadership team is aware only
of 4% of the finance issues

KEY FINDINGS
OF CHAPTER:

Accurate assessment of the
existing stage of digital maturity
is the key to understand the right
steps for digital transformation

90% of successful digital
transformation is determined by
organizational execution and
only 10% by the technology
deployed
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CHAPTER 3: WINNING FORMULA FOR
SUCCESSFUL DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
IN SSCS
3.1: Technology Adoption Does Not Guarantee
Successful Digital Transformations - It Can Still Fail

70%

of the digital transformation
projects fails

Whirlpool’s digital transformation showcases a utopian view
of how adoption of digital technologies such as cloud and AI,
can help in generating business values through O2C activities.
However, the adoption of technology alone does not
guarantee a successful digital transformation. Businesses
often overlook certain critical aspects of the transformation

process, which could lead to considerable losses in terms of effort and investments. In fact, the
ratio of failure of digital transformations is as high as ~70%10.
O2C transformations can falter because of a number of reasons, some of which are as follows:
Lack of Vision and Clarity: O2C reengineering and digitization have different meanings for
different businesses. For some businesses, it could mean investing in AI to transform the
accounts receivable process, or to optimize billing and invoicing in blockchain, while for others,
digitization could simply be the usage of OCR to scan invoices. It is important to have a clear
vision about the overall state of O2C process, before making any investments. As Tony
Saldanha (GBS expert and author of ‘Why Digital Transformations Fail’) suggests, lack of vision
and clarity is one of the biggest reasons for the failure of digital transformation. To counter this,
businesses need to build a complete roadmap of the transformation, which must include:
• Deﬁning the meaning of digital transformation for each O2C activity, from credit
management, to invoicing and collection
• Setting up the parameters to measure the outcome for each O2C activity, such as reduction
in risk in cash conversion cycles, reduced sales outstanding, due percentage trends,
disputes/deductions outstanding, reduction in the per order process cost, reduction in the
sales outstanding number of days
• Analyzing customers’ needs and using those to make improvements in the overall O2C
supply chain. For instance, accounts payable digital initiatives of customers should not make
the accounts receivable processes of the business more manual
• Aligning with the customer experience, because AP teams on the customer side are
undergoing rapid digital transformation and the O2C digital initiatives should be able to help
AR teams stay abreast. For example, if AP teams are focusing on invoice processing
automation portals, then AR teams should ensure that they can seamlessly deliver
information to these portals
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Executional and Implementation Challenges: Some businesses, despite having a clear vision
and understanding of the requirements, fail to execute them because of issues such as:
• Inappropriate choice of platforms: Businesses often try to implement a fully-integrated O2C
platform by uniting disjoint existing software within the company (integration of O2C with
ERP, integration of predictive tools in customer servicing, etc.). It either results in lack of
integration between the different software packages, which typically need some manual
effort, or will need an RPA bot to push ﬁles from one package to the other. In some cases,
businesses end up with too much technology to manage
• Continuous deferring of O2C transformation: Because the integration of transformed O2C
processes with legacy ERP systems is considered a challenge, businesses tend to defer the
O2C transformation, fearing that they may need to upgrade their entire ERP solution. For
this, businesses need to identify a transformation solution that is ERP system agnostic
Organization Readiness for Transformation: Decision makers such as the VP of Finance or
Head of GBS need to take up the ownership of making change management easy. This
requires:
• Building front-end multifunctional teams because O2C processes span across many
departments, including sales, marketing, contracting, and customer service. Also, it requires
O2C staff to be transversal and multifunctional in their skills
• Providing opportunities for horizontal upskilling – e-contracts and e-payments training for
the AR team, and automation training for sales staff who may choose to perform their tasks
independently. O2C transformation has to be taken up as a business strategy initiative,
which is why its implementation should go hand in hand with change management at the
enterprise level
Lack of Stakeholder Alignment in Organizations: In the corporate ﬁnance hierarchy, AR
analysts11 are the ones aware of all of the (100%) of the problems with the ﬁnance processes.
Managers get to know about three-fourths (74%) of the issues, while the leadership is aware
about only 4% of the challenges. This warrants better alignment across the hierarchy by:
• Rolling out the projects in phases, starting with cash application to eliminate highly clerical,
non-strategic work from the front line, followed by invoicing automation for seamless
delivery and a digital customer experience, and followed by creating signiﬁcant working
capital impact by transforming strategic O2C processes like credit, collections and disputes
and claims management
• Tracking the success metrics of the transformation during each phase by considering
feedback from the relevant stakeholders at each level to reﬁne the strategy of the next phase
Lack of Foresight on Potential Market Disruptions: A competitive overview of the industry is
imperative to counter potential disruptions, by keeping an eye on emerging technologies and
ventures within, as well as outside the industry. Many upcoming technology startups are
redeﬁning O2C processes to make them more future-ready. Some of those are the use of
integrated e-signatures for payments and a cloud-based marketplace for invoice factoring,
which allows buyers to provide an option of early payments to vendors. In terms of technology,
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blockchain can enhance O2C processes by providing increased visibility of purchase order
attributes, such as shipping terms and late penalties, and payment receipt data, which in turn
enhances the overall customer experience

In most cases of failure, it is not the
technical inability of businesses but the
insufﬁcient planning and unclear vision of
transformation that ultimately leads to
failure.

The underlying cause of why 70% of
digital transformations fail is a lack of
sufﬁcient discipline. There’s insufﬁcient
rigor in both digital transformation
takeoff as well as in staying ahead.
Why Digital Transformations Fail”
by Tony Saldanha

To be successful, a guided, disciplined, and phased approach is required.

Why Digital transformation Fails:
Lack of visibility and clarity over the O2C process and the need for a digital
transformation. It is important to have a clear vision about the overall state of
O2C process, before making any investments

Executional and implementation challenges arising from incorrect choice of
platforms which results in managing multiple technologies

Organization unreadiness for the transformation. The leadership team
should address employees’ fears of being replaced by the processes brought
about by automation, especially for tasks such as customer invoicing

Lack of insights over the emerging technologies

3.2: 5 Phased Approach to Assess Digital Maturity
Before starting their digital transformation journeys, businesses need to develop a clear
understanding of their existing levels of maturity with regard to the adoption of digital
technologies. Tony Saldanha suggests that businesses can categorize themselves into one of ﬁve
different stages of transformation. Accurate assessment of the existing stage can help a business
take the right steps to digitally transform its O2C processes:
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Digital Transformation 5.0 Model

1

Foundation
Program to
digitally
automate
processes in
the
organization
(e.g. selling,
manufacturing
finance.)

4

3

2

Partially
Synchronized

Siloed

Siloed or
deportmental
programs for
transformation
(i.e. the
creation of new
dramatic but
siloed, digital
products,
customer
propositions, or
agile
operations)

Coordinated
programs for
strategic
transformation
across the
enterprise

Process owners
start adopting
solutions such as
using OCR for
invoice scanning,
tracking billing
quality through
dispute reason
codes, and
putting in place
an order status
tracking system
for O2C staff.
These programs
are targeted over
individual
processes and
there is neither an
overarching O2C
strategy driving
transformation,
nor cohesivity
among different
business units

Living DNA

Fully
Synchronized

Completed
digital
platforms,
products or
processes for
digital
transformation

Take off
A primary
framework is
created in which
organizations
start adopting
basic automation
practices such as
instant
notiﬁcation
systems for
invoice
generation.
Automating
processes using
digital platforms
is necessary to
convert manual
effort into data
because it
provides the
digitalized
foundation
necessary for
future
transformation

5

Perpetual
living culture of
constant digital
reinvention as
the backbone
of the business
model

Stay ahead

Solutions such as
automatically
ingesting
customer data
from websites
and portals into
O2C processes,
or using O2C
data – such as
customer
payment behavior
and invoice risk
proﬁling, generate
insights for
organizational
expense
management and
working capital
requirements.
Until this stage,
the organization
has not
completely
transformed, nor
has it achieved
the stage to make
the innovative
culture to become
sustainable

The O2C
processes can
communicate
with sales data,
price promotion
information from
marketing, and
point of delivery
information. This
has a direct
impact on
reduction in DSO
and bad- debt,
speed in dispute
resolution and
accuracy in cash
application,
billing, and
payment
processing

Even after the
transformation is
fully synchronized
and operational,
and the business
is constantly
innovating and
setting industry
trends, there is
still a need to
continuously keep
a check on
disruptive
technologies
within, and even
outside the O2C
space

Source: Why Digital Transformation fail by Tony Saldanha
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Living DNA is the step where the
transformation becomes perpetual.
You’re not just a market leader;
you’re a disciplined innovator
Why Digital Transformation Fail” by
Tony Saldanha

Accurate assessment of the
existing stage of digital
maturity is the

key

to understand the right
steps for digital
transformation

Before proceeding with a complete digital transformation,
organizations need to understand which stage of maturity
they belong to. Accurate assessment of the existing stage
can help a business take the right steps to digitally transform
its O2C process. Tony Saldanha suggests that a useful way
to distinguish between the ﬁve stages of transformation is to
think of what each stage is not, as illustrated in the table
given below:
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Table Source: Why Digital Transformation Fail by Tony Saldanha
Stages

What you are doing

What you are not

Foundation

You’re upgrading your
technology to the latest digital
platforms, including cloud, AI,
etc. You’re ‘digitizing’ your
operations and seeing huge
‘scale’ beneﬁts.

You’re not ‘transforming.’ You
have no digitally-disruptive
products, customer relations, and
operations.

Siloed

Parts of your organization are
experimenting with
transformational business
models and products. This is on
top of the scaled automation of
Stage – 1

No enterprise-wide strategy to
completely transform your
business model itself.

Partially Synchronized

Your enterprise has a mix of old
and new digital business models,
processes, and products. All are
following a corporate-wide
strategy.

Not fully invested in a full
transformation or capable of
fending off nimble ‘digitally
native’ competition.

Fully Synchronized

You’re driving industry-leading
customer results, innovative
digital products, and
best-in-class operational
efﬁciency

You’re not winning perpetually.
You’re digitally optimized for the
moment. But, you are one
technology, product, or process
change away from being
disrupted again.

Living DNA

Digital operation is your DNA.
You are the ultimate
ever-evolving market leader. You
operate fully digitally. Your
workforce is digitally savvy. You
provide highly personalized,
creative value to customers. You
have the most innovative
business model, and your
transformation is fully
synchronized and ongoing. You
maintain ongoing industry trend
leadership with disciplined
innovation. You’re a step beyond
being a market leader; you’re a
disciplined market leader
constantly leveraging digital.

You’re not static. Your enterprise
morphs constantly to stay ahead
of the competition.
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90%

The 5-staged approach backs up the statement that 90% of
successful digital transformation is determined by
organizational execution and only 10% by the technology
deployed. Though the guidelines provide a methodology to
organizations to assess their current state in ‘Digital
Transformation’, along with insights to move up to digital
maturity, a toolkit is required to convert these insights into
actionable steps.

of successful digital
transformation is
determined by
organizational execution
and only

10%

by the technology deployed

3.3: The Digital Toolkit for SSCs to Improve their Digital
Maturity
Checklist to Drive Success Rate at Every Stage of Digital Transformation
Tony Saldana highlights that ‘there are very speciﬁc reliability drivers (and therefore checklists) to
improve the success rate of each of the ﬁve stages of digital transformation.” He deﬁned two
disciplines or risk factors that are necessary for the successful delivery of each maturity stage.
They are as follows:

Checklist to Move up the 5-Stage Model

1. Committed
Ownership
- Ownership of
the strategy at
the highest levels
2. Iterative
Execution
- Ability to iterate
through ideas
during execution
and expand only
on those that
work

1

Beginning

5. Effective
Changes Model
- Choosing the
most effctive
strategy to
3. Disruptive
deliver chage
Empowerment
cause by the
- Providing the
change leaders transformation
with a sufficient across the whole
organization
mandate
2. Strategy
4. Leverage
Sufficiency
Points
- Testing for
- The strategic
choices of areas sufficiency of the
that digital can digital strategy
uniquely disrupt to deliver
systemic
transformation

2

Siloed

3

Partially
Synchronized

TAKE OFF

7. Digital
Reorganization
- Redesign the
organization to
become a
horizontal skillset
across all
functions
8. Staying
Current
- Drive the ability
for leaders to
stay abreast of
the evolving
capabilities of
digital

4

9. Agile Culture
- Set up a
culture that
supports
constant change
10. Sensing Risk
- Create an
ongoing
assessment and
action against
digital disruption
threats

5

Living DNA

Fully
Synchronized

STAY AHEAD
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Stage 1 – Beginning: Getting the Foundation Right
• Committed Ownership: To ensure that organization starts its journey for digital
transformation, there is a need for a committed and dedicated AR and collection leadership
to support this drive for innovation
• Iterative Execution: Exploring multiple ideas and expanding on ideas to generate business
value (in terms of a gradual reduction in the number of O2C FTEs, error reduction in invoice
scans, or efﬁciency achieved per order in terms of time and cost) in a phased manner
Stage 2 – Siloed: Taking Care of Processes in a Siloed Manner
• Disruptive Empowerment: Empowering individual O2C process owners to innovate and
experiment within their scope of work
• Leverage Points: Identiﬁcation of digital technologies that can be leveraged for individual
processes (blockchain for invoicing for hassle-free customer payments, RPA for collections,
or predictive analytics for credit management). The O2C team should thoroughly analyze the
availability of such business models, products, and technologies
Stage 3 – Partially Synchronized: Empowerment Across the Organization
• Effective Change Model: An effective change management plan, along with preparedness
which will address employees’ apprehensions regarding automation, aid the development of
multifunctional front-end teams, and focus on enhancing customers’ experience during the
early stages of change
• Strategy Sufﬁciency: Building a cross-departmental integrated strategy – uniﬁed focus on
sales and order management, or invoicing and payment strategy designed in conjunction
with reporting and data management. This also paves the way for the next stage of
developing an overall O2C strategy
Stage 4 – Fully Synchronized: Complete Digital Transformation
• Digital Re-organization: Digital re-organization and redesign are needed to build horizontal
skills across functions, while also keeping in mind the existing capabilities. Other
departments need to be trained for complexities around the sub-processes, customer
disputes, short payments, lockboxes, payment terms, and AR teams in the data leverage
capabilities from other departments
• Staying Current: Staying updated with evolving capabilities becomes important for
continuous improvement in speciﬁc processes
Stage 5 – Living DNA: Embedding Innovation in Organizations’ DNA
• Agile Culture: Building a resilient and adaptable culture to adapt to technology changes by
becoming system agnostic. For instance, O2C solutions should be ERP agnostic to avoid
dependence on legacy systems. This also includes assessing threats, risks, and potential
loopholes, and taking active steps to eradicate them
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• Sensing Risk: Paying close attention to the disruptions that O2C transformation can cause to
other functions. For example, O2C directly impacts sales, working capital, as well as the
bottom line of a business
The checklist enables organizations to take care of the risk factors, based on the stage they want
to leapfrog to. After assessing the stage of maturity and deﬁning the risk factors, organizations
need to work on becoming fully prepared to follow a phased framework for their digital
transformation.

Toolkit for Digital Transformation
The six-step framework given below will assist organizations in prioritizing processes, selecting
the transformative steps, and identifying the suitable technologies for a successful O2C
transformation:
Setting the End Objective Assessing the Gaps in Current Processes Ideation of Solution
Prioritization of Solution Building the Roadmap for Implementation Solution Pilot
Setting Up the End Objectives: The transformation is often driven with at least one of the
following objectives:
• Customer Experience-focused: End objective is to increase customers’ willingness to pay and
improve retention rate by digitizing the customer experience
• Operation Efﬁciency-focused: End objective is to improve productivity and decrease cost by
digitizing part of operations
• Customer Acquisition-focused: End objective is to attract new types of customers by
digitizing the business model or changing the existing business model
Considering the complexity of the O2C operations, a clear end objective would make it easy to
deﬁne the ﬁnal roadmap. For instance, while having to decide between prioritizing an automated
pull in a remittance advice system from pending payments or providing visibility across an O2C
process, a customer-centric solution will favor the second option, while an operation-focused
solution will prefer the ﬁrst.
As-is To-be Analysis:
• Process-level business goals and KPIs have to be deﬁned. KPIs can be selected from average
cycle times, average invoice to cash, DSO & ADD, percentage of unidentiﬁed payments, etc.
Business goals should be deﬁned (qualitative and quantitative) for each process individually
and should match with the ﬁnal objective. For example, order management goals could be to
the extent of the turnaround of orders for operation focus, while it could be to the extent of
visibility for CX focus
• Identifying the current status (as is) and achievable state (to be) – based on deﬁned
parameters and business goals – is critical, along with performing a gap analysis for each
process
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Ideation: This step would build a use case from insights derived from a gap analysis:
• User and Customer-centric Immersion:
i. For each of the gaps identiﬁed, analysts should take up the user/customer-centric approach
and ask the right questions. For example, a credit management related question could be
regarding why customers are not paying invoices on time. Is it because of the
ineffectiveness of the invoice system? Are invoices going to the right person/location? A list
of possibilities from each perspective should be made
ii. Customers’ preferences need to be assessed during the O2C process. This may include
surveys to identify other portals that they may use which offer better prices, resolve
disputes quickly, have smooth invoicing, billing, and cash applications. This is done so that
solutions can be improved and made to be at par, or better those offered by competitors
• Sketching Out the Solution:
i. Identifying the Root Cause of the Issue: Enabling the KPIs and goals identiﬁed in the last
section to narrow in on the pitfalls. For example, the problem of credit hold can have its
origin at any point – in AR, misapplied payments cause delays in applying for cash and can
lead to credit holds or impaired cash ﬂow, while lack of visibility can also lead to excessive
bad debt write-offs
ii. Solution: Exploring the possible solutions for identiﬁed problems (without ﬁnalizing the
solution though) for instance, using ML an IR to convert email and portal data into
remittance advice or using macros and RPA for it, all solutions should be listed down; All
solutions should be checked with AR analysts for feedback and stakeholder alignment
Prioritization: The prioritization can be done by assessing the solutions based on the following
six indicators.
Potential
Financial
Benefits

Overall
Business
Impact

Time
Requirement

Technical
Risk

Operational
Risk

Operational
Risk

Small

Negative

High

High

High

Large

Medium

None

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Large

Positive

Low

Low

Low

Minimum
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For instance, to assess the priority of implementing online credit application in credit
management, electronic presentment, and payment in Payment Portal, the assessment can be
carried out as follows:
Process

Potential
Financial
Benefits

Overall
Business
Impact

Time
Requirement

Technical
Risk

Operational
Risk

Investment
Requirement

Credit
Management

Reduced
use of
paper

Faster
processing

Easy to
implement

Integrate
easily

Easy to
use

No heavy
licensing

Real-time
payments

Customer
-friendly

Function
dependent

Integrate
easily

Dependent
on customer
adoption

No heavy
licensing

Payment
and
Collections

Roadmap: This step would involve building of value (in terms of customer experience,
operation efﬁciency, and business value) cost, and timelines driven implementation roadmap
for prioritized initiatives in the last section. The key consideration while building the roadmap
should include:
• Building a Business Case: Deﬁning the business value for each transformation proposed, E.g.
reduction in the overall expenditure of AR operations, increase in credit collection rate, and
ﬁnancial value generated
• Setting-up baseline implementation roadmap which can be reﬁned based on modiﬁed
priorities and progress after step 6 and sequencing of projects for implementation should be
done based on analysis done in step 4
Solution Implementation: Solutions should be implemented and tested using an iterative
approach. The KPIs deﬁned in the ﬁrst step would help in tracking the progress at this step.
Additional indicators such as the number of successful transactions or % of customers paying
electronically for payment can also be tracked based on the solution implemented. Also, O2C
process owners should ensure the conduct of weekly and monthly meetings for continuous
feedback and stakeholder alignment

3.4: Case Study: P&G's GBS Transformation Story
Procter & Gamble (P&G) is a multinational FMCG conglomerate, having several business units.
Leaders at P&G wanted to transform the corporation with the large-scale application of digital
technology and advanced analytics across every aspect of the company’s operations and
activities. P&G’s goal was to carry out an end-to-end digital transformation across the entire
organization to achieve efﬁciency and productivity, and generate maximum business value. P&G
aimed for a holistic digital transformation from two perspectives:
• Customer-focused, by improving process reliability
• Operation-focused, by increasing productivity and operational safety
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Gap Assessment
P&G ﬁrst broke down the end objective into achievable business goals. The key challenge was
inefﬁcient use of data and redundant data handling systems. The technicians at P&G were often
tasked with re-entering the same data across multiple systems. P&G needed an integrated and
synchronized system that would enable easy interaction with real-time data. Also, to increase the
process reliability and operational safety, P&G needed visibility across the whole supply chain
Ideation
While ideating the right solution, P&G ensured the stakeholder alignment. The major sources of
interactions included:
• Customer feedback through its in-house portal Consumer Pulse, which uses Bayesian analysis
to scan the universe of comments, categorize them by individual brand, and then puts them on
the screen of the relevant individual in P&G
• Team feedback through weekly meetings with its leadership team all over the world
Solution Identiﬁcation, Prioritization, and Roadmap
Based on the gap analysis and feedback received, P&G identiﬁed broad areas where it needed
transformation and laid out the possible solutions for it. A cluster of solutions include:
• Getting real-time insights across the entire supply chain by placing systems in manufacturing
plants to use iPads to download data off the production line in real-time and communicate that
to the location where it is rolled up
• Digitizing entire operations, from manufacturing plants, to stores where products are purchased
by consumers. Being digitally connected with retailers who support GDSN and have
standardized data warehouses so that operations with retail partners can be automated
• Digitizing innovation in R&D using a simulation model to assess consumer feedback on
particular products
• Methods to improve data quality by identifying constraints in them and other problems that
arise from where they originate
• Building a digital workforce to drive organization-wide culture and change management, by
hiring people with the relevant skills in computer modeling and simulation. P&G also established
a baseline digital-skills inventory tailored to each level of advancement in the organization,
thereby creating a training facility to make employees competent that pertain to their area or
working
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Solution Implementation
After the implementation of the solution, P&G put in place indicators to continuously track the
progress of the transformation. Some examples of the tracking include:
• Placing a ‘cockpit’ interface on the computers of employees with a certain tolerances for the
metrics that are important to their sector. When employees step outside those tolerances, either
negatively or positively, an alarm goes off. Analysts can then follow up on it, understand what’s
going on, and react to it, instantly
• Monday morning meetings to review the business for the previous week and click down on all
the data that has been collected from the systems during the previous week
During the whole digital transformation journey, P&G has assessed where it stands and where it
wants to go. P&G has achieved a partially-synchronized state and is successfully moving toward
becoming fully synchronized. In terms of visibility, it envisions a system in place where one can
directly see any product at any moment as it goes through the manufacturing line, along with the
cost of the product at each stage of its journey. It is working to integrate its operational system
with the ﬁnancial system to achieve true real-time visibility across all functions.
In some cases, the end-to-end transformation may not be the best option for improving existing
processes. Even in such cases, the processes of assessment and implementation remain the
same. For example, P&G was struggling with high travel expenses and wanted to ﬁnd a solution
that could identify the root cause of the issue and provide its resolution. It ﬁrst conducted a gap
analysis, asking the right questions to identify the information that it will need to analyze the
expenses, the type of solutions that will help it resolve the issue, and the cost-beneﬁt analysis of
these solutions.
This helped the SSC realize that while optimization of travel expenses was certainly needed,
end-to-end transformation of the expense management process may perhaps be unnecessary. A
thorough analysis and stakeholder feedback revealed that all relevant data on ﬁnancial
transactions is directly available through credit card companies. P&G just needed to build a policy
to leverage that data in an optimal manner to generate insights to reduce the travel expenses.
Leveraging existing analysis technologies and datasets, P&G decided to remove the travel
management system completely and instead, set up travel-related policies such as maximum
amount per trip without further checks.
For its implementation, P&G chose a phased approach, to be able to measure the outcomes of
new policies by deﬁning suitable indicators. To achieve this, instead of applying these changes
across the organization, P&G started with a pilot in the UK. P&G was able to register a 30%
reduction in costs for business trips – from a total travel budget of USD 400 Mn –without
end-to-end transformation.
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3-10 times is the extent to
which RPA cost can increase
owning from implementation
of third-party software

KEY FINDINGS
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~50% of the RPA projects fail
due to unsatisfactory ROI

~40% DSO improvement can be
achieved through AI/ML-based
automation
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AUTOMATION: PITFALLS
4.1: The Effective Cost of RPA is Realized During
Implementation and Could Lead to Technical Debt
In recent times, RPA has been popularly hailed as the next-generation technology that will
revolutionize SSCs, promising beneﬁts such as ‘bot for every desktop.’ To some extent, RPA has
been successful in automating routine and repetitive human tasks, including scanning information,
storing and updating customer data, approving customer orders, and validating payments.
RPA is considered low-cost, ﬂexible, and easy to deploy, however, it only offers a rule-based
automation and lacks intelligence and decision-making capabilities needed for complex and
varying situations in real-time. RPA’s limitations could make it a liability in the long term, increasing
the overall cost of adapting to the automated process that only solves a part of a problem instead
of addressing end-to-end O2C processes. This is evident from the following examples:

RPA cost can increase by

3-10

times owning from
implementation of
third-party software

RPA may require additional support from third-party software,
such as, AI or ML, which adds to the cost of RPA, which can
increase by 3 – 10 times12. For Example, RPA can be used to
pull in data and documents using web aggregation from
various sources such as TPM, carrier portals, customer portals
for deductions analysis, but it cannot validate a deduction.
That is where native AI-workﬂows can be used to analyze the
deduction and identify the invalid deductions upfront

RPA technology can fail to do the required task even if there is the slightest of variations in the
predeﬁned process. Consider an example of a paper-based invoice reconciliation process. A
bot can analyze an invoice only if it is ﬁrst digitized or scanned, which requires another digital
technology or human intervention. Moreover, if the invoice format has ﬁelds placed in different
areas or the cheque line items are interchanged compared to the set rule, the bot may interpret
the information incorrectly
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RPA is not a self-learning solution. So, it will continue to repeat the same tasks unless a manual
change in the programming is made to adapt to evolving processes. This results in a reduced
shelf life of the deployed solution. For example, with growing digitization, customers are
adopting various payment modes in addition to traditional wire transfers or credit card payments.
The RPA technology deﬁned and deployed for the payment reconciliation process will need an
overhaul to make it compatible with these changing modes

~50%

RPA projects fails due to
unsatisfactory ROI

Moustapha from BMS highlights that AI/ML-based embedded
systems bring in process efﬁciency and are fast, quick, and
reliable. As per E&Y13, 30 – 50% of the RPA projects fail due to
unsatisfactory ROI arising from hidden costs of outsourcing or
implementing additional technologies and non-compatibility with
changing industry practices.

Why RPA is Not an Ideal Automation:
Businesses are realizing that RPA alone can only achieve task-based
automation and, in most cases, requires integration with additional
technologies or human monitoring. This considerably increases the real cost
of RPA deployment. This has forced business leaders, especially CTOs or
CFOs, to look for alternative technologies, such as, AI and ML, that offer
more intelligent and reliable solutions, augmenting the intelligence of
human workforce.
How AI/ML-based Automation can Help:
Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Machine Learning have opened new avenues of
digital transformation and automation, especially for ﬁnancial processes. AI
and ML integrates with the existing systems to make them smarter, enabling
them to interpret unstructured information, ﬁnd patterns in a huge pool of
data, and take decisions without human intervention. AI/ML-based
automation results in better visibility and clarity across all O2C processes
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4.2: Al and ML-based Automation Offers More
Intelligent Solutions for the O2C Process
Compared to a dedicated system, RPA is
considered noninvasive, low-cost, easier to
implement, and ﬂexible because it can be
applied to multiple use cases. However, in the
long run, RPA provides little or no clarity as
compared to TCO as it requires additional
solution support, requires regular maintenance
as the code might break due to variation in the
process and has scalability issues.

RPA is for the manuals, for a process
that is repetitive. AI is needed to
know what you don’t know and is
needed in the background to learn.
Linda Lei, GPO of Customer Payments,
Deductions, and Credit at Uber

Linda from Uber highlights that AI gathers
information to forecast or help in analyzing
O2C cannot work without AI. AI will
what is happening and what can be
have a huge impact on everything.
improved based on the insights. For
Moustapha Ould Ibn Mogdad,
example, it can help in analyzing payment
Market Focal Point Manager, GBFS Canada,
trends, wherein the customer ‘A’ is making a
OTC at Bristol-Myers Squibb
payment for the ﬁrst time, using the account
of person ‘B.’ On the next payment again, B’s
account was used. So, in the future, AI can
predict and expect that payment will be from B’s account, but an RPA solution cannot
generate this insight or take a decision based on this information.

~40%

DSO improvement can be
achieved through
AI/ML-based automation

AI/ML-based automation can deliver signiﬁcant business
outcome such as 30 – 40% DSO14 (days sales outstanding)
improvements, 35% increase in efﬁciency, and over 60% faster
processing. Below are some examples:

Credit Management
AI can be used to automate complex tasks, such as, assessing the creditworthiness of
customers, establishing new links between data and evaluating cases based on past trends,
and enabling credit controllers or decision-makers with data-backed insights on credit risk
AI-driven automation can measure credit risk across business units by identifying the
common high-risk customers. As the risk increases, the consequent reduction in exposure to
business can be measured
AI ﬁnds application in proactive credit reviews as it can process both large sets of structured
and unstructured data. An AI-enabled system could consider both, internal and external,
factors to get a micro and macro-economic view of a customer account. Then, it could
automatically set the credit review period and trigger credit reviews for troubled accounts.
This lets the credit team know about a stressed account even before an incident happens.
This way, the A/R, credit and sales team can work in tandem to drive recovery and
collections from such identiﬁed at-risk accounts
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AI goes a step further to automate the entire credit review process and predicts with a
certain level of conﬁdence the probability of an order getting blocked. There are several
machine learning algorithms to predict blocked orders but one of the most reliable ones is the
learning algorithm, such as, regression and classiﬁcation, which rely on Decision Trees and
Random Forest methods. This algorithm is speciﬁcally suited for the prediction of blocked
orders as it can achieve high classiﬁcation performance with a set of decision trees that grow
using randomly selected subspaces of data. This way, the collections and cash application
teams can proactively act to see that orders that should not be blocked are taken care of
Cash Posting: Cash posting exception process can be automated through machine learning
that reads the existing patterns of manually handling exceptions, since ~80% of the exceptions
are repetitive
Collections and Disputes: AI-based
deductions can proactively predict the
validity of disputes and fast-track the
recovery rate of invalid disputes by
triggering an automated workﬂow to
collectors, notifying them about the
invalid deductions. This enables
collections teams to focus speciﬁcally
on valid deductions and spend time
on reducing write-offs
Billing: Automation can create an
integrating billing process in which
data from different processes can be
leveraged, such as, contractual
discounts or historic payment
patterns. Also, these patterns can be
analyzed to establish credit terms
Reconciliations: Automation with machine learning capability can create an automated cash
application process that can reconcile unstructured data and different payment formats.
Further, automation can predict a customer’s preferred payment method to speed up the
reconciliation process
Therefore, AI/ML-based automation results in better visibility and clarity across all O2C processes.
Unlike RPA, this not only makes the O2C activities more streamlined and efﬁcient but also
generates real-time insights that the stakeholders can use to generate business value. For
example, credit risk insights help a sales representative speciﬁcally focus on customers at risk of
order blocks and, similarly, a collections representative gets a better clarity about prioritizing
customers for payment collection.
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Recommendations for Technology Leaders to Capitalize on AI/ML
Most of the customers are unaware of the weakness of RPA and the potential beneﬁts of AI- and
ML-based solutions. Technology general managers should focus on building the product
development strategies to capitalize on the opportunity:
Solutions With Ready-to-use, Industry
Trying to bring a solution on the
Best-practice Workﬂow for a Speciﬁc
table without AI is just as shooting
Business Process: Having knowledge of
yourself in the foot.
good and bad business processes of one’s
organization and its external partner’s
Linda Lei, GPO of Customer Payments,
business can be an advantage.
Deductions, and Credit at Uber
Communication should emphasize that
solutions incorporate industry best-practice
workﬂows that can guide customers with
inefﬁcient processes to better outcomes. To avoid alienating customers, it should also be
highlighted that the solutions do not force them to adopt the optimal process workﬂow of the
business. Instead, these solutions recognize inefﬁciencies and present comparative customer
benchmarks to recommend process enhancements
Integrated ML Models that Enhance the Solution’s Ability to Process Complex Workﬂows:
To differentiate from simple RPA workﬂows that use simple “if, then” logic, technology CEO
must highlight prebuilt ML models that improve business outcomes as they learn more about
the customer. To differentiate from complex RPA workﬂows that integrate third-party ML
models, messaging should focus on lower bundled costs, simpler maintenance and better
usability. Concerns about data privacy should be minimized by informing customers that the ML
model is auditable. This way, customers have transparency on what the solution is learning and
how this beneﬁts them
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4.3: Case Study: The AB InBev AI-driven Success Story
AB InBev, a global brewer, with
operations in 15 countries in Europe,
wanted to digitally transform its
operations as the existing operations were
complex, siloed, and used different
languages, sales channels, and payment
methods. The company was using the
SAP ERP platform to manage its O2C
processes, but it did not provide complete
visibility of the process and easy
collaboration between various O2C teams.
The existing automation process focused
mainly on replacing manual processes but
was unable to generate real-time insights
to enable business discussions. Also, the
sales team, the collection team, and
customers faced issues related to visibility across the process and could not derive any intelligent
insights. For example, the collections team had a list of slow-paying customers, but they did not
know whom to prioritize, or whether it is a one-time payment issue or a habitual payment pattern.
The company wanted to transform its credit management and collections landscape in Europe by
setting up location-based credit policies as it did not have any policy to control the customer
overdue. The company had already undergone two phases of process transformation via the SAP
ERP platform:
In the ﬁrst phase, the company established an O2C SSC, covering three locations, by
establishing the credit and collection teams that developed credit policies for the company.
However, the company did not witness any signiﬁcant change in its operations due to high
commercial losses and overdue deductions. To maintain the cash ﬂow, it accessed the credit
risk of the customers and deﬁned credit limits and policies for new customers. It also
benchmarked its business units to identify the underperforming ones
In the second phase, the company incorporated operations from other countries by
establishing zones/region-based functions, such as, sales and operations. The entire credit
management team moved under these functions. The company was able to achieve
standardization but still, there were process inefﬁciencies, missing real-time insights and
intelligent alerts across teams and customers. Some of the concerns of the team were:
Sales Team:
• Team only had a list of escalation cases of bad paying customers. They did not have
visibility over the journey of a customer to a bad paying customer that led to an increase in
debt, etc.
• Lacked visibility over good paying customers to increase business with them, and credit
risk of customers
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Collection Team:
• Lacked visibility over on blocked orders and size of customers (small-sized vs. big-sized)
• Majority of the time was spent on follow-ups
• Manual process was needed to log all the actions taken by the team
Customer:
• Invoice copies were missing
• Contradictory information received from different departments
• Lacked information on blocked orders
Another challenge that the company faced was language dependency, which restricted the
company from hiring executives based on language proﬁciency. It was required that the platform
should remove the language dependency so that they can focus on talent rather than language.
The company decided to digitally transform its business to bring in process efﬁciencies by
automating manual transaction processes and incorporating AI to drive analytics-based business
decisions. Solutions deployed included an automated cash applications module, predictive model for
order blocking, automated collections platform and AI-driven predictive deduction status and
resolution, and providing end-to-end automation. This enabled departments to work in partnerships
and have complete visibility of the process. It created an environment where collectors were
working with the sales team by assisting them with their analysis of customers’ credit history and
potential customers to make a sale. This also helped the sales team to treat customers differently. A
customer who is paying on time and has a good credit risk should be treated differently as
compared to bad paying customers.
Some of the key beneﬁts from the transformation were:
Cost-saving through better resource utilization and decommissioning of inefﬁcient legacy solutions
Better employee engagement through utilizing them in analytics work rather than manual work
Faster order block processing through AI-based automation
Increased visibility over the process through integration of processes
Increase in cash ﬂow through faster processing and visibility over block orders
Increased customer satisfaction through overall process improvisation
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MATTER SO
MUCH?
360-degree visibility of
customer is affected by siloed
and manual operations

25% issues in the O2C
process can be avoided
with better process visibility

KEY FINDINGS
OF CHAPTER:

Only 5% companies have an
understanding on how to
leverage customer visibility for
business success

When it comes to analyzing
larger volumes of data, only
relying on the ERP may lead to
inefficiencies
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CHAPTER 5: GLOBAL VISIBILITY - WHY
DOES IT MATTER SO MUCH?
5.1: 360-degree Visibility Over the SSC Process is
Crucial to Drive Business Success
All global businesses face the challenge of
having uniﬁed visibility over various processes
and operations. Visibility is a key metric that can
distinguish a best-in-class O2C process from
the rest. Poor visibility can often cost dearly,
resulting in slow cycle times, information silos,
and impeded cash ﬂow management.
Decision-makers such as CFOs/CXOs
constantly seek visibility in real-time across key
O2C parameters to generate valuable and
actionable insights for the core business. For
example, visibility into working capital,
estimated cash ﬂow or business line/product
line, and receivables status for different
customer segments (segregated by geography).

360

-degree visibility of
customer is affected by
siloed and manual
operations

Homer from Uber highlights that analyzing information
manually from different lines of business is a time-consuming
process as it requires data sourcing, normalizing, and
consolidating of information. It affects the 360-degree view of
customers because manually processing information requires
time, which reduces the time to analyze the information and
make business decisions.

According to Tammy from Martin Marietta, to avoid audit issues, it is important to have
visibility over a standardized set of credit criteria applied across credit divisions. Also, in the
collections process, it is important to have visibility over the process to ensure that the
collections team is contacting the right set of companies at the right point of time. In the billing
process, it is important to have visibility over billing timelines for daily billing.
According to Moustapha from BMS, visibility
is required on the entire credit model. BMS
looks for agility, speed and efﬁciency from
the invoicing, cash application, credit
management, and risk management
processes. The overall credit model requires
an overall picture of customers to evaluate
their creditworthiness. A working cash
application model and an inactive credit
evaluation system will provide an
incomplete picture of customers and result
in an inaccurate and indistinct assessment.

One of the most important functions
in any company that has been
neglected for many years was the cash
application with hit rates close to 50%.
Now, with a focus on cash application,
the hit rate has reached 98%.
Moustapha Ould Ibn Mogdad,
Market Focal Point Manager,
GBFS Canada, OTC at Bristol-Myers Squibb
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Why Complete Visibility is Important?”
Poor visibility restricts decision-making. Increased visibility enables the
inter-departmental collaboration to ensure that those responsible for credit,
sales, and collections have easy access to information necessary for
minimizing bad debt or even speeding up the onboarding of a new
customer. Real-time visibility makes the individual processes in O2C more
efﬁcient through process-speciﬁc insights and the whole effect gets
compounded at overall O2C level.
Demand for customer
interaction,
information, and
reduced errors
Credit and
Order Processing

Faster dispute
resolution needed

Cash
Application

Collection

Invoice/
Billing

Demand for instant
access to insights on
process performance and
gaps for improvements

Dispute
Resolution

Reporting

Instant access needed Need for smooth ﬂow of
Since most processes are
to delivery docs,
manual, automation is
information from the
related customers, and
required to bring accuracy,
various departments
order details. Lack of
involved
along with communication of
visibility over credit
remittance data with banks
impacts blocked orders
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How real-time visibility can fulﬁll O2C demand at the individual
process level
There are ﬁve key aspects of an O2C SSC that can greatly beneﬁt from increased visibility:
Data Management: Integrated platforms with better visibility ensure the reduction of
information silos by consolidating all relevant data and activities on a single platform. As a
result, users across platforms can have access to the same and updated information. This can
generate efﬁciencies, including:
Centralization of data at a single location so that relevant information, including sales orders,
invoices, proof-of-delivery documents, packing slips, and remittances can be tracked on a
single screen without physically searching for information on paper
Integration of multiple systems enables easier access to information without the need to
connect to individual ERPs
Instant access to remit the information
Improved workﬂow by integration with email to enable professionals outside the SSC to
manage transactions directly from their inbox, keeping accounts payable and accounts
receivable business processes on track
Cash Management: Real-time visibility makes the cash management system better and
efﬁcient in multiple ways:
Ensures accurate projections of incoming and outgoing cash ﬂow
Guarantees availability of the information on upcoming liabilities in advance
Reduces revenue leakage by enabling instant corrective action and lowering write-offs

25%

issues in the O2C process can
be avoided with better process
visibility, thus saving time

Time Management: In O2C, almost one-fourth of the
effort and time goes into resolving disputes that could
be easily avoided with better visibility. Reduced cycle
time is one of the most sought out parameters to
measure the success of O2C processes. Real-time
visibility makes it possible by:

Making it easy for SSCs to take corrective actions instantly for any dispute in O2C
Enabling managers to quickly identify bottlenecks and remove process inefﬁciencies
without delay through tools to track and monitor employees workload, and the time spent
on processing transactions
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Making query resolution faster by providing O2C staff support in viewing the status of
invoices or incoming payments
Integrating and normalizing data such as PO numbers, quantities, item numbers, and prices,
from ERP directly, thus eliminating the time-consuming manual data entry
Audit and Quality Management: Real-time visibility ensures that processes are consistent,
streamlined and compliant to reduce process-wide variance and associated risks. Some of the
beneﬁts include:
Handling the complete audit trail for every touchpoint invoice or payment journey,
maintaining accountability and security throughout the process
Identifying missing documents required for audit, thereby reducing the chances of penalties
Ensuring that clear and systematic bifurcation of responsibilities is followed
Decision Management: End-to-end visibility provides consolidated insights from relevant
documents and data. This enables O2C staff to make more informed decisions. Some
examples include:
One-click aggregation of all information related to orders, purchase orders, invoices, packing
slips, and remittances from any source
SSC staff looking at a transaction in the ERP can immediately pull up not just the related
invoice, but the packing slip, check image, and any other notes and documentation related to
that transaction, all on one screen
Enabling AR staff to assess credit worthiness of customers with available data easily
Thus, better visibility provides signiﬁcant business value to SSCs to drive success at multiple
fronts. Enterprise integrated platforms improve the quality and speed of decision making by
providing 360-degree visibility at the process, as well as individual levels, resulting in improved
customer experience, engagement, and satisfaction.
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5.2: A 360-degree Customer View Makes the
Relationship More Experiential Instead of Transactional
Beneﬁts of 360-degree Visibility of Customer:
Consolidation of data in a single system and thus getting 360-degree view
of customers helps organizations to improve the customer experience

Organizations could personalize the entire process and make it less prone to
errors by acquiring a holistic view of customers and access to their payment
behavior and preferences

5%

Only
Companies have an
understanding on how to
leverage customer visibility
for business success

Real-time visibility combined with advanced analytics and
an enterprise-wide integrated O2C platform can be a
winning asset, owing to the volume and variety of
customer data that O2C generates. But less than 10% of
companies15 understand how to use a 360-degree view
for growth, and only 5% can use it to grow their
businesses systemically. It is important that organizations
understand the what, why, and how of the 360-degree
view of customers.

What does 360-degree view of customer mean
Centralized Data of Customers: A 360-degree view of customers provides access to
customers’ information including their historical, current, and predicted payment behavior
across geographies and business verticals on a single platform. Besides basic contact
information, it even offers information of customers’ customers. Two key aspects related to
customer visibility are:
Process-wide Visibility of Customers: Customer data from individual processes and systems
such as credit detail, purchase behavior, and product usage statistics are available on a
single platform
Enterprise-wide Visibility of Customers: Customer information from disparate IT systems
and ERPs from different geographies and verticals is centralized. For instance, information
on different business locations of an MNC may be lying in different systems. The
360-degree view would enable integration and centralization of this data in one system
Dynamic Updates: 360-degree view enables organizations to track the deﬁned customer
performance KPIs such as total cleared invoices, average days beyond the term to pay,
payments by days late on a real-time basis
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Ability to Click on a Screen and Drill Down to Subsequent Details: 360-degree also
enables users or decision-makers) to drill down information on existing dashboards with a
single-click system. For instance, organizations need to ﬁnd out the outstanding cash and a
360-degree view can provide that
Insights Delivered with Advanced Analytics: A 360-degree view would enable
organizations that have acquired holistic data sharing and integration capabilities to generate
process-relevant insights with the help of advanced analytics tools
Data from each O2C step can be used for advanced customer level reporting. For example,
collection data can be used for aging analysis and P2P forecasting, invoice and billing data
for dispute analysis, cash application data for hit rate analysis, and credit to develop a
customer risk portfolio

Why a 360-degree view of customer is needed
Enhanced Customer Service and Experience: Complete visibility over the customers helps to
prioritize them based on their cash application status. For instance, following up with a
customer who has paid up might lead to a negative customer experience. Therefore,
collections teams should have real-time information on the credit due of customers, which
would help them to prioritize defaulters
Customer Intelligence: Organizations could personalize the entire process and make it less
prone to errors by acquiring a holistic view of customers and access to their payment behavior
and preferences. For instance, invoices would be sent at the opportune time and organizations
would effectively communicate with customers to secure payments on time
Identifying Customer Risk: 360-degree view helps organizations to assess the risk a
customer poses in terms of payment delay or credit overdue. Organizations can deprioritize
low-risk customers, and save time and resources for high-risk customers

How to achieve a 360-degree view
For designing a system with a 360-degree view, businesses need to identify key customer data
assets such as customer master data and touchpoints to obtain relevant non-master data, and then
supplement it with a robust tech stack. According to Moustapha from BMS, having the right tech
stack is imperative for global visibility. With data residing across resources, it becomes a
challenge to source the required information on a real-time basis.
Next section provides the outline for an ideal tech stack that enables a 360-degree view of
customers and the overall O2C process.
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5.3: What does the Ideal Tech Stack Look Like?
Linda from Uber believes that ERP is at the core of the tech stack. It is required to integrate all
the data processed across systems and transfer them back to the ERP system. It is essential to
integrate ERP with third-party cloud solutions to manage workﬂows. Uber uses an inhouse
order management system, along with outsourced ERP systems. Above this, it has integrated
third-party cloud systems to manage its other O2C workﬂows. Thus, the information is pulled
from the order management systems by the ERP and speciﬁc information is shared with
third-party systems. For example, aging data is pulled from the ERP and shared with third-party
systems to process the proﬁt class credit checks and manage cash applications and collections.
This type of integration also helps Uber in having a 360-degree view of the customer.

When it comes to analyzing
larger volumes of data, only
relying on the

ERP

may lead to manual efforts

When it comes to analyzing large volumes of data, only
relying on the ERP may lead to manual efforts. Uber
leverages a third-party solution to drive efﬁciency and
manage the volume of data for business segments that
have larger A/R. For reporting of data, several parameters
need to be analyzed and customized to provide business
insights. The solution is analytics-based insights for its
cash and collections processes, such as pending payments
and payments processed. All the information is
synchronized with its in-house or a centralized system.

Despite having a clear understanding of the
importance of global visibility, several large
organizations run accounts receivable,
accounts payables, and inventory in silos
either due to disparate IT systems, lack of
integrated tools, or M&A complexities.
While it is not easy for businesses to
achieve end-to-end visibility in one go, it is
possible to gradually improve the extent of
visibility by considering the following when
building the tech stack:

Ideal technology stack should be
cloud-based and easy to integrate.
Moustapha Ould Ibn Mogdad,
Market Focal Point Manager,
GBFS Canada, OTC at Bristol-Myers Squibb

Integrated Platform: Ideally, the system should work well with mainstream, as well as legacy
ERP systems as a prerequisite to end-to-end integration of O2C processes. It should be easily
integrable with on-premises and cloud-based systems, providing a top layer over the entire
stack
Single Data Entry Point: It is important to have a single sign-on to make changes in the
system, such as updating billing address of customers or making corrections in invoicing that
gets updated in all systems simultaneously. It would ensure the availability of data in real time.
According to Homer, Uber is working on a self-service dashboard that could provide real-time
reporting of the operations and have a data integration that is updated daily
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Clearly Deﬁned Data Collection and Management: The inefﬁciencies of traditional
infrastructure such as enterprise data warehouses should be avoided to derive value from
both master and non-master data. Ideal tech stack should focus more on ‘data lakes’ to
provide reliable insights. Gartner deﬁnes three architectural styles to store data in ‘Data Lake’
depending on organizational goals:
Inﬂow Style: Collection of disconnected data sets from different sources at a single place.
Best for bridging information silos
Outﬂow Style: Collection of data for immediate access. Not the ﬁnal destination of data.
Best for acquiring data quickly
Data Science Lab Style: Used for data discovery, and to develop new and advanced
analytics models. Best for enabling innovation
Analytics: Digitized and centrally stored information is valuable only if it could be analyzed to
generate insights on various business aspects. Ideal tech stack would certainly include
advanced analytics tools with predictive capabilities
Reporting: A dynamic dashboard is
Dashboard is the one of the most
needed instead of static reporting, with
important requirements in a
an analytical system for consuming and
technology stack to enable global
analyzing all the data in one go and
visibility and easy decision making.
reporting it via an easy-to-consume
dashboard without the need for
Homer Smith, GPO of Billing,
customization. Homer from Uber states
Credit, and Collections at Uber
that there are a lot of performance
metrics such as day sales outstanding,
average days to pay, aging balance by
due days, number of accounts suspended, and the predicative forecast for bad debt where
visibility is required daily. Integration of data with dashboarding capabilities not only
reduces the report generating effort but also allows a better read on all these parameters.
This improves the speed of decision-making as all relevant stakeholders get real-time
access to easily consumable information
Features of an Ideal Tech Stack:
Easily integrable with the existing mainstream and ERP systems

Single source of truth for all the underlying data so that it can provide
data in real-time

Supports advanced analytics tools to draw business insights
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6

MOVING
BEYOND ERP
TO THE CLOUD
AND THE
PLATFORM
APPROACH
Siloed operations lead to
operational inefficiencies that
ultimately impact customer
experience

KEY FINDINGS
OF CHAPTER:

Exiting ERP systems have
limitations in terms of
consolidating information from
siloed systems
Cloud integration with the ERP
systems enables global
connectivity, but disparate cloud
systems add to the complexity
Up to 3% increase in sales
revenue can be achieved
through cloud-based O2C
platform
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CHAPTER 6: MOVING BEYOND ERP TO THE
CLOUD AND THE PLATFORM APPROACH
6.1: The Pitfalls of Disparate ERP and Legacy
Applications
As per BCG (analysis in 202016), there are 7 key processes and 27 sub-processes in an O2C
process. These processes run in the background of several departments such as marketing, sales,
pricing, contracting, collections, ﬁnance, and customer service. Businesses expect O2C processes
to deliver customer satisfaction and bring about cost-efﬁciency. However, the current state of the
O2C process entails several manual steps on account of information stored across siloed systems.
This increases the processing time of the information.

Siloed

Traditionally, businesses solved their process issues by
adopting standalone applications. This creates an
environment of siloed operations at the department, data,
operations lead to operational
and technology level, with each department relying on an
inefﬁciencies affecting
individual legacy system, having individual core
customer experience
responsibilities and functions, and do not focus on
collaboration with other systems. Each department ends up having their own datasets, which
might differ from others on how they are collected and stored which hinders automation of
processes and adoption of technology. Overall siloed operations lead to operational inefﬁciencies,
affect the customer experience thereby hindering the business growth.
Separate ERPs for different lines of businesses becomes challenging for GPOs to consolidate their
reporting. They end up having dedicated teams that extract data separately from each line of
business. Furthermore, it becomes difﬁcult to have control over the system. It ends up having a
tailor-made control for every system.
Below are some concerns associated with siloed operations:
Lack of Up-to-date Information: Restricted data-ﬂow across different processes slows down
data upgradation process. Therefore, ﬁnding the correct and updated information takes time
and can result in erroneous reporting, especially when there are multiple instances of data
transaction across systems. For example, sales data, customer details, or pricing information,
when not updated regularly, due to lack of integration, lead to incorrect billing/invoice, which
takes a long time for amendment. Also, delay in reconciliation of remittance data from banks
against invoices might delay the collection process of contacting customers and getting the
dues cleared
Decreased Employee Productivity: O2C processes such as order processing, invoicing, expense
approvals, and fulﬁllment include a lot of manual duplicate effort to avoid errors. Interconnected
systems could leverage data from different stages of O2C for automated veriﬁcation
Lack of Real-time Visibility: Reports highlighting performance across ﬁnance, sales,
marketing, service and fulﬁllment departments are needed regularly for making business
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decisions. In a siloed environment, workforce manually switches between different systems and
applications to migrate all data into one report. Unavailability of real-time information might
cause unnecessary dunning calls by collectors, hampering both customer relation and trust
High Cost: Investments in integrating, maintaining, upgrading, and acquiring new versions of
existing applications lead to higher costs, with an added challenge of compatibility issues for
the IT team. For O2C process, siloed operations add up to the existing costs in terms of
deduction write-offs, late payments, compliance fee, and FTE productivity lost, thus reducing
the overall proﬁt margin
Dissatisﬁed Customers: It is difﬁcult to view all customer data in one place and accurately
assess the experience and satisfaction level, leading to slower customer issue resolution and
might result in a negative customer experience. For example, a customer service representative
may have extended the payment deadline for a particular customer to support customer
satisfaction goals. However, the collections team might not be aware of this modiﬁcation and
contact the customer to clear their dues, thus, leading to a negative customer experience
Tammy from Martin Marietta highlights that earlier they had to involve IT team for generating
reports from a siloed reporting tool. With the implementation of a reporting tool that sits over
all of their databases, it has become easier to get data and mine data faster.
Traditional ERP systems are doing an excellent job at
digitizing and storing information. According to Linda
from Uber, accessing and analyzing information from
systems have limitations in
ERPs require manual effort. To provide, monthly or
terms of consolidating
biweekly reports of business performance on
information from siloed systems
parameters such as expected payments or weekly
processed payments, information has to be collected
from individual systems and then analyzed; several processes need customization, which is a
limitation for the ERP systems. Further, customizing existing ERP systems to manage the
workﬂow can lead to further investments. To tackle these issues, current ERP systems should
be integrated with cloud solutions that require less funding, seamless connectivity, and
accessibility across siloed processes.

Exiting ERP

What are the Issues Faced by O2C SSCs with Soiled Operations:
Restricted data-ﬂow across different processes slows down data
upgradation process. Therefore, ﬁnding the correct and updated information
takes time and can result in erroneous reporting, especially when there are
multiple instances of data transaction across systems
Disintegrated data forces workforce to manually switch between different
systems and applications to migrate all data into one report, affecting their
productivity
Adopting new applications or upgrading the existing ones, often leads to a
lower proﬁt margin
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6.2: Why Having a Cloud Strategy is Critical to Resolve
Issues of Siloed Operations and is it Sufﬁcient for
Business Continuity?
Over the years, working dynamics have evolved. From physical proximity considered to be essential
for running effective processes to achieving the same efﬁciency while working from home. From
running critical processes from highly secure physical brick-and-mortar sites to running them from
any geographical location by adopting technology providing the same level of security.
Organizations should focus on building a virtual environment
for the future, wherein business can be run from any location
or system with no issues of data availability or accessibility
integration with the ERP
and security. Automation should be a part of the core strategy
systems enables global
to make processes agile, transparent, and cost-effective. To
connectivity
enable this, running disparate ERP systems will not be an
ideal approach. Organizations should integrate ERP systems with cloud to facilitate global
connectivity. Cloud adoption offers the following beneﬁts:

Cloud

Global Access: Cloud offers better accessibility of information by making data available
remotely. Also, data can be shared with additional users or accessibility can be revoked for
existing users, as required. With data available on the cloud, data reporting also becomes easier
as it eliminates the efforts required to source the data from disparate systems. Also, data can be
easily integrated with third-party applications, in real-time, to create recurring reports for
business performance evaluation
Cost-effectiveness: Cloud solutions require little or zero investment for software development
or maintenance, and require no specialized IT infrastructure or workforce
Better Maintenance, Faster Upgradation:
Cloud solutions handle maintenance and
upgradation seamlessly with operational
scalability in communications, bandwidth,
hardware, etc. Further, installing cloud-based
solutions can be eight times faster as compared
to traditional on-premises solutions. For
example, installing cloud-based cash application
can be accomplished in three months, whereas
upgrading ERP from one version to another can
take up to two years
Global Process Policies: Cloud solutions help
to set up global policies for accounts
receivable, credit, and collection operations.
These solutions can automate manual
operations, ease bad debt, improve cash ﬂow by reducing DSO and working capital, lessen
deduction and dispute resolution time, and obtain higher recoveries. Moreover, they can
incorporate multiple languages and currencies that enable operations globally
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Seamless data availability provides
real-time information to customers such as
real-time updates on shipments and
Stability and connectivity are the two
payments. Furthermore, the ability to
main concerns while adopting
cloud-based solutions, as different parts of
transfer data automatically in any format to
the world have connectivity issues. Also,
any device or system, to share details on an
there might be scheduled maintenance
order, shipping notice, tracking details,
for the ERP systems due to which there is
payment information, or remittance advice,
downtime when the data is unavailable.
improves customers’ experience and
empowers them with data and insights to
Linda Lei, GPO of Customer Payments,
optimize order and payment processes. As
Deductions, and Credit at Uber
highlighted above, cloud allows smooth
data integration across a distributed
network, where data is veriﬁed, validated,
transformed, and transmitted according to the receiver’s requirements. Overall, cloud provides a
connected ecosystem where relevant users can share data as and when needed.
However, integrating individual processes into cloud does not resolve the issue of siloed
operations. It just adds another layer of complexity to the overall process. For example, having a
cloud-based bolt-on for handling credit management system but the remaining processes are left
on on-premise ERPs or legacy systems. In this case, processes will be still running in a siloed
environment with limited exchange of information across processes. Further, these setups might
have stability and connectivity issues.

Beneﬁts of Cloud Adoption:
Cloud allows smooth data integration across a distributed network, where
data is veriﬁed, validated, transformed, and transmitted according to the
receiver’s requirements. It provides a cost-effective and low-maintenance
solution which provides global connectivity and real-time access to data
Is Cloud Strategy Sufﬁcient:
Integrating individual processes into cloud does not resolve the issue of
siloed operations. It just adds another layer of complexity to the overall
process. A cloud-based platform strategy is needed to create a layer of
system of engagement which encompasses all IT systems

A cloud-based integrated platform is needed to create a layer of system of engagement for
managing end-to-end O2C processes. A uniﬁed platform is placed above all the processes which
ensures a seamless exchange of information, irrespective of geography, process, or business
function. It also eliminates the hurdle of integrating ERP systems with cloud solutions.
Furthermore, business leaders are also keen to accept an integrated platform to improve
workforce productivity, cost-effectiveness, and efﬁciency.
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6.3: Cloud-based Integrated Platform:

O2C Platforms for SSCs Offer the Most Comprehensive Solution
An O2C platform unites underlying functions
to communicate with each other, which
Adopting an integrated platform is
optimizes O2C processes to provide faster
the right approach to overcome
processing and turn-around time. Integration
the challenges imposed by siloed
and optimization of the O2C process can
solutions. Integrated solution
change the role of the SSC to business
overcomes the hurdle imposed by
drivers as when the end-to-end process data
is integrated, new insights are generated
Moustapha Ould Ibn Mogdad OTC,
which can drive better customer service. For
Market Focal Point Manager, BMS
example, insights on the creditworthiness of
new customers and changes in that of the
existing clients can help the business to
identify low-risk and high-risk customers and offer appropriate payment options. Homer from
Uber highlights that an integrated platform is an effective solution that acts as a top layer and
works across the process to enable data normalization, as compared to migrating data from
multiple ERPs to a single ERP.
To adopt a platform approach, process integration, customer centricity, and shared responsibility
across the process should be at the core of the platform. These must-have imperatives are
explained below:
Process Integration: It is the key to overcome complexity in the O2C process. An O2C
platform must be able to adapt to new technologies as new solutions become available. The
platform should be able to synchronize with technological solutions across processes. By
integrating systems, data is made sharable and a hybrid-platform is created on which the
in-house and third-party applications run in sync. This will establish an ecosystem without
boundaries that optimizes process performance. For example, a leading industrial goods
manufacturer used disparate ERP applications across countries. It migrated to a universal O2C
platform that connected its CRM and mobile pricing system to its fulﬁllment, credit limit, and
accounts receivable modules. As a result, it was able to minimize the number of orders that go
into limbo, improve customer self-service, reduce inbound calls, and lessen cycle time by 40%,
and increase the speed at which the company recognizes revenues
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Customer Centricity: Customers expect real-time information on the process. A customer
service executive who fails to provide order status or share payment receipts leaves a negative
impression on customers. Hence, customer expectations should be kept at the core of the
platform approach by blending the processes with technology. For example, a global
pharmaceuticals manufacturer established a one-click portal to reorder products from the order
history. The portal provides self-service ordering, real-time information on order status, delivery
schedules, and payment requirements. It helped to increase the manufacturer’s customer
satisfaction scores and reduced the need for manual service intervention to fulﬁll orders
Shared Responsibility: With several processes operating under a single platform, it is
important to assign process owners who will be the point of contact for any query, especially in
case of a platform breakdown. For example, a global professional service ﬁrm appointed O2C
process owners to optimize its fragmented O2C process. As a result, the proportion of faulty
orders declined to less than 2%, and ﬂow-through of orders increased

Tangible Beneﬁts of the O2C Platform
A uniﬁed platform-based O2C process helps SSCs with efﬁcient resource utilization, healthier
cash ﬂows and process transparency. Key beneﬁts of the uniﬁed O2C platform are:

3%

Up to
increase in sales revenue can
be achieved through
cloud-based O2C platform

Increase in Sales Revenue: OO2C platform can help to
increase sales revenue by 1% to 3% increase in a year.
It helps in reducing block orders by validating orders
based on dynamic order and credit policy and
automatically adjusting the credit limit for a good
paying customer, a customer with history of payment
defaults, and a new customer, instead of following a
single threshold credit limit for all the customers

Cost Saving: A 15% to 30% savings in cost, owing to (a) automated order creation, (b)
decrease in back-ofﬁce efforts, (c) digital invoicing and cash application, (d) fewer disputes, and
(e) fewer penalties for late or incomplete order fulﬁllment
Reduced Days Sales Outstanding: Up to 30% shorter days sales outstanding resulting from
lower process lead times, less revenue locked up in collections, and gentle, proactive dunning
Increased customer satisfaction resulting from a simpliﬁed order experience, real-time
complaint resolution, fewer disputed invoices, and greater process transparency. For example,
a sudden shift from being a regular paying customer to a defaulter, may not need a strongly
worded reminder. Instead, a personal follow up is required to understand the root cause as this
might be due to a misunderstanding
Increased employee satisfaction as work is less repetitive, involvement in strategic tasks and
reduced complexity in work
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6.4: Case Study:

Cargill's Strategy on Designing a Single O2C System
Cargill, a global food corporation, with operations in
70 countries, wanted to streamline its O2C process
due to existing inefﬁciencies, including limited
DSO opportunities, the variability of bad-debt
reserves, and high-cost execution. Cargill
lacked a standardized O2C process across its
business verticals due to which it was
facing the following issues:
AR method of operation differed from
customer to customer. For every new
customer, there were 400+ variations of
the processes. As a result, customers had
several accounts on the ERP systems
Cargill’s technology stack for AR included 50+
different ERPs’ and 90+ proxy CTC applications
across its business units
Lack of a standardized business policy. It had separate organizational structure process,
technology, and metrics for the different business units spread across the world
Lack of a master customer database. In order to manage all the incoming data, Cargill had to
employ 6,500+ ﬁnance professionals dedicated to the O2C process
Cargill faced multiple challenges because of this disparate IT landscape including, but not limited
to, the lack of visibility across processes, absence of reliable data for reporting, less control over
A/R outcomes, and limited data insight on customer payment behavior. Cargill wanted to
centralize and integrate its entire O2C system to ensure end-to-end visibility in credit risk. With
multiple business units and ERP instances, Cargill struggled to reduce cost as it worked to
improve process efﬁciency and customer satisfaction. The core challenges for the company were
limited visibility across the AR process and moving to a single, global integrated platform for
managing the receivables across processes. Challenges faced by Cargill in the credit-to-cash
process were:
Challenges in Credit Management: Followed non-standardized credit policy enforcement and
scattered risk mitigation strategies such as:
Judgmental credit assessment approach
Scattered risk mitigation strategies
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Highly manual order release process
Retroactive approach to credit management
Challenges in Collections Management: Followed account prioritization and customer
outreach approach that was not backed by data
Customer prioritization driven by collector’s insight
Limited data insight on customer payment behavior
Cargill deployed a solution that integrated receivables from multiple ERPs, maintained a
consistent ﬂow of data in the form of a uniﬁed dataset, enabled process standardization and data
communication across different BUs, and tracked performance on deﬁned parameters. To
overcome business challenges, Cargill implemented a series of third-party ERP accelerators,
which enhanced the functionality of the existing ERPs through full integration. Some solutions
and their advantages are:
Accelerator for Credit Decisions:
Integration of credit agency and internal customer performance data to drive the
predictability of risk
Process automation and standardization across the organization and facilitating the credit
risk evaluation, and mitigation of tools and strategies
Normalized scoring and rating approach meaning that penalization is not done solely based
on one score attribute but based on millions of score models available which would be
backtracked and regressed continuously through ML
Accelerator for Improved Correspondence:
Better workﬂow management, improved efﬁciency of collections teams through
worklist prioritization
Better control over receivables portfolio and improved visibility across BUs
Maintenance of contact history of customer touchpoints for future reference
Post the implementation of ERP accelerators, Cargill modiﬁed and reviewed all its business
operations through a dedicated master database. At present, it has a one-stop-solution that
seamlessly converts all its credit into cash.
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CONCLUSION
O2C would be driven by technology in the future. To stay ahead, the key is to build an up-to-date
technology infrastructure and understand how emergent technologies and digitization would
drive the future of O2C. Organizations should keep track of changing models, environments, and
tech stack and their inﬂuence on O2C, as well as other core business processes. Only a few
processes such as credit and billing are typically integrated with and solved by the core ERP
systems. Processes such as payments, collections, and reconciliations still require substantial
integration, for which building a robust tech stack and selecting the right technology is critical. As
highlighted by Moustapha from BMS, it is a choice between a slow process with more control
and a fast-reliable process with more insights.
A single integrated cloud platform overcomes all of the concerns associated with traditional ERP
or cloud systems, providing seamless integration across processes while enabling
cross-functional collaboration and a single source for maintaining data security and integrity. The
platform serves as a top layer above all the processes and systems, bridling the hurdles of data
integration. It creates an interconnected environment by optimizing all O2C operations and
allowing these processes to feed into core business decisions.
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